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Alcohol violations on decline
that on-campus enrollment was
down slightly, which may
account for the decrease.
JMU is a leader among universities across the nation in
educating students on safety,
by Brian Westley
including the risks of alcohol
abuse, Way said.
staff writer
"We're at the forefront of [eduThis is the first of two articles cating students] compared with
about the judicial process. Part one other universities across the
includes information about alcohol nation," Way said. "Other
violations, while part two examines schools are doing some of what
we're doing, but not all of it."
the judicial process.
"We're very deliberate about
More than half of all student
our
eduction programs," Way
judicial violations last year
said.
"The number of programs
were alcohol related, but the
percentage was down from the we have ranging from fire safety
programs to student values' proyear before.
Sixty-three percent of judicial grams; the breadth of our proviolations were alcohol related grams sets us apart."
In an effort to change students'
last year, compared with 68 perperceptions
about alcohol, JMU is
cent the year before, according to
offering
a
three-level
alcohol edustatistical data from the 1997-'98
cation
program
titled
Impact.
judicial records.
Mike Way, director of judi- Each level's intensity increases as
cial affairs, said he hopes vigor- the severity of alcohol violations
ous education programs increase.
"I believe this is our third
account for the decrease in the
percentage of alcohol viola- year with this program," Way
tions, but he also pointed out said. "We are constantly assess-

Judicial Affairs
credits education
for recent drop

ing each program to make it
more effective."
The programs are modified
each year, Way said.
Impact One is a roundtable
discussion designed for students with judicial charges for
minor alcohol violations or students who are found in the presence of alcohol.
Impact Two is a two-hour
risk reduction program that is
designed to give students practical tips to avoid the negative
consequences of alcohol. This
program is for students with
minor judicial violations
involving alcohol.
Junior David Cousins said he
thought programs wouldn't be
helpful to students.
"I think it's ignorant to have
to go to programs because I
doubt it would stop anyone
from underage drinking,"
Cousins said.
Impact Three is a four-week

Five Most Common Judicial
Violations, 1997-1998
Substance Abusealcohol: 581
Noncompliance
with an official
Disorderly
request: 117
conduct: 70
Failure to
comply with
disciplinary
decision: 60

see PROCESS page 7
RELATED STORY: Alcohol abuse
trends on college campuses, page 7

REBECCA DOUGHERTY/jrap/iics editor

Plus/minus syste m legal;
students question fairness
by Brad Jenkins
news editor

With a new grading policy in
effect, sophomores, juniors and
seniors will find the new system
contradicts what is listed in their
Undergraduate Catalogs.

DYLAN BOUCHERLE/pfotfo editor
SMOKIN': A mulch fire outside Zane Showker Hall damaged $150 of
shubbery Monday. Flames reached 10 feet in the air, and was extinguished by Officer Sid Hartman with two fire extinguishers. This is
the seventh mulch fire since classes started. See story, page 9.

"Plus or minus symbols may
be added to A, B and C grades,"
catalogs before this year state.
"These will appear on the student's transcript but have no
effect on grade-point average."
But beginning this year, all
students' pluses and minuses
will count toward GPA. The system is not retroactive, but
instead will only be applied to
grades beginning this year.
The
University Council
approved the change at its Dec.
4,1997 meeting.
Upperclassmen this week
have expressed concern about
the new system, saying it goes
against their catalog. Several,
including the Student Government Association president, said

the council didn't make it clear
enough that the change would
be applied to students under
past catalogs.
Teresa Gonzales, associate
vice president for academic
affairs, said in the Sept. 14 issue
of The Breeze that the catalog is
"not a legal contract."
Senior Seth Lieberman said
the change is frustrating. "[Gonzales] says our catalog is not
legally binding, however, we're
told to always follow our catalog," he said. "This is just a
loophole in the system."
Gonzalez said yesterday she
couldn't comment on the policy.
Robert Roberts, professor of
political science, said the grade
change is akin to the recent
Honor Code changes. "The
Honor Code is quite different
now than the one [upperclassmen] came under," he said.
Even so, the new code applies to
all students, he said.
"There's no problem changing regulations," Roberts said.
"The university has the authori-

ty to change its rules. They're
not-going back and changing
calculations of grades."
Senior Brannen Edge said he
agreed that there is no problem
with the university changing the
policy.
"A lot of changes have been
made here at JMU," Edge said.
"I think it's a good change. People are upset because it's not the
way it's been done before."
The Catalog further states that
any changes to the Catalog "may
affect all currently enrolled students. Every effort is made to
alert students to these changes
through the academic advising
process, individual reports of
academic progress and various
campus publications."
University Registrar Sherry
Hood said the new policy wasn't
printed on reports of academic
progress because the policy was
discussed "thoroughly" last spring.
Arch Harris, faculty senate
speaker, said the new grading
system "wasn't something that
see GRADES page 7
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POLICE LOG
by Steven Landry
police reporter
Campus police report the following;

Underage Possession of
Alcohol
• Ryan J. Sully, 19, of Mltor Place,
N.Y., was arrested and charged
with underage possession of aicohol at P4ot and Bluestone Drive on
Sept 13 at 3:35 am.

• John R. Wines, 20, of Southampton, N.J., was arrested and charged
with underage possession of alcohol at P-lot and Bluestone Drive on
Sept. 13 at 3:35 am.

Burglary
• Unidentified IrKfivkfeals allegedly
entered three vending machines in
Burruss HaH by force using a drill
and dent puller on Sept. 13 at
11:42 p.m. An undetermined
amount of money was removed.

SPORTS

STYLE

• pg. 23 — Women's soccer
• pg. 25 — "Gimme a Minute"

• pg. 15 —"Romeo and Juliet"
review
• pg. 17— Off-campus living

• pg. 27 — A-10 Football Preview

decor

• pg. 31 — Picks of the Week

• pg. 29 —Sports Beat

FOCUS
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•

• pg. 33 — Horoscopes
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• Pg-

• Unidentified individuals allegedly
entered three vending machines by
force In Zane Showker Hall on
Sept. 14 at 12:25 am. An undetermined amount of money was
removed.
Destruction of Public Property
• Unidentified individuals allegedly
threw a rock through a window on
the west-side door of Hoffman Hall
on Sept. 11 between 12:01 a.m.
and&30am.
• Unidentified individuals at Sigma
Pi fraternity house allegedly
sprayed dry chemical extinguisher
powder into a fire detector on Sept.
12 at 12:53 am.
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"To the press alone, chequered as
it is with abuses, the world is
indebted for all the triumph
which have been gained by
reason and humanity over error
and oppression."
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• Unidentified individuals entered
a propped back door at Sigma
Sigma Sigma sorority house and
spray-painted a brick wall, block
wail and inside door on Sept 12
between 9:00 p.m. and 9:15 p.m.
Damage is estimated at $100.
• An unidentified individual threw a
rock through a window atS» steam
plant on Sept 13 at &52 p.rrt

Tampering With Motor
Vehicle
• Unidentified individuals allegedly
let air out of one rear and one
front tire of a vehicle between

The Breezt is published Monday and
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DUKE DAYS EVENTS CALENDAR

I

►AY, SEPT. 18

THURSDAY, SEPT. 17
* Arts and Sciences Symposium, 3:30 p.m. discussion, Taylor 404, 7:30
p.m., Grafton Stovall Theatre, call x6472.

• Bible Study, 7 p.m., Baptist Student Union, call 434-6822.

* Constitution Day, 4 p.m., JMU Arboretum, call x3194.

* JMU Breakdancing Club, 4:30 p.m., Godwin 137, e-mail Josh at
rosentjl@jmu.edu

* Counseling and Student Development Center Open House, 3 p.m.,
Varner House.
* Fellowship and Praise, 5:30 p.m., Baptist Student Union, call 4346822.
* Folk Group Practice, 7:30 p.m., CCM House (1052 S. Main St.),
sponsored by Catholic Campus Ministry, call Laura at 574-4698.

• "High -Order Synchrons — A New Class of Asteroids," 3:45 p.m.,
Miller 109.

* Planetarium Show, 6 p.m. and 7 p.m., Miller Hall 102.

* Yearbook Pictures, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m., Taylor 305, call Leah or
Wendy at x6541.

ITURDAY, SEPT. 1<
# Student Tailgreat '98,1 p.m., Godwin Field, call Paul at x3977.

* START Rally, 11 a.m., on the commons.

SUNDAY, SEPT. 20

* Yearbook Pictures, 1 p.m. to 6 p.m., Taylor 305, call Leah or Wendv
y
atx6541.
* Fellowship Dinner, 5:30 p.m., Wesley Foundation, call Ben at 4343490.
* Bible Study, 8:15 p.m., Wesley Foundation, call Ben at 434-3490.

• Contemporary Worship Service, 7:15 p.m., Wesley Foundation, 690
S. Mason Street, call Ben at 434-3490.
* Mass, Grafton-Stovall Theatre, 11 a.m. and 5 p.m., CCM House, 9
p.m., sponsored by Catholic Campus Ministry, call Heather at 4333044.
»
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WEATHER
RMDAY: Isolated t-storms, high
830F,low64°F.
SATURDAY: Partly cloudy, high
83°F, low 63°F.
SUNDAY: Partly cloudy, high
83°F,low64°F.
MONDAY: Partly cloudy, high
83°F,low65°F.

CLARJMCAHON

MARKET WATCH

ore than 1,100 percent since
1996
243.9

South Main St.

■

* Los Angeles Guitar Quartet, 8 p.m., Wilson Hall Auditorium, call
x7000 for reservations.

* Madison Marketing Association Meeting 630 p.m., Zane Showker
G-l, call Wendy at 801-0046.

Cleveland"

Duke

|

11.80

close: 1689.91
Wednesday, SepL 16

S&P 500

78

4 -°
close: 1045.48

The story "Robbery suspects
face Oct. trial date" should have
stated that $5 and a small amount
of marijuana was stolen from Mr.
Trucchio and and Mr. Turtle.
77K Breeze regrets the oversight
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Presidential assistant named
JMU President Linwood Rose named
Geoff Polglase to be his assistant
Tuesday.
Potejiase, a JMU graduate C85), joined
alumni relations in 1990 and has served
as director of alumni relations since 1994.
Sherry King, assistant alumni director,
will be the acting director of the office until
a new director is named.
Polglase's appointment is effective
immediately.

Strickler execution postponed
The United States Supreme Court
granted a stay of execution for the man
convicted of murdering a JMU student in
1990.
Tommy David Strickler was scheduled to be executed yesterday for the Jan.
5, 1990 murder of 19-year-old Leann
Whrtjock.
The Court
made no commerits about the ■
_ ■
Z
postponement.
I"| KriPf
Whitlock was ■■■ -*■ ■**■
abducted from
Valley Mali. She
was then robbed and killed by blows to
the head that came from a 69-pound
rock.
Whitlock was missing for several days
before her nude body was found in
Waynesboro.
According to the Sept. 15 issue of the
Daily News-Record, Strickler filed a petition for writ of certiorari and a motion for
stay of execution on Sept 1.
However, because the Court granted
the stay, it doesnt mean it will automatically hear the petition.
A ruling could come in October.

Class officers elected
Students elected class officers
Tuesday.
The freshman class elected the following leaders: Brian Maxted, president;
Bryan Mabry, vice president;
Christopher Fortier, treasurer and Matt
Stuber. secretary.
Sophomores elected the following:
Brad Palmer, president; Laura Jenkins,
vice president; Peter Swerdzewski, treasurer and Michelle Tootchen, secretary.
Juniors elected the following: Erin
Uytewaal, president; Carlos Pinto, vice
president; John Horvath, treasurer and
Lisa Pellegrino, secretary.
Seniors elected Chris Neff president
and Greg Montalto treasurer. The vice
president and secretary positions haven't
been filled because no one ran for those
offices.
Students also elected SGA senators
Tuesday. For the first time, commuter
senators were directly elected by students.
In the past, commuter senators were
selected by the SGA executive council.
Melissa Bramhall and Justin Voshell
were elected senators for the College of
Science and Mathematics;. Patrick Kelly
was elected senator for the College of
Education and Psychology, and Mahir
Fadle was elected senator for the College
of Integrated Science and Technology.
Chris Jones, Tony D'Amore and Jeff
Dinkelmeyer were elected senators for
the College of Business. Jillian Santora,
Michael Swansburg, Kim Waletich,
Paul Marchant, Nicholas Hurston,
Shavonta Green, Liz David, Courtney
Blake and Trevor Booth were elected
senators for the College of Arts and
Letters.

see IN BRIEF page 9

Keeping the faith
Students gather, pray for campus, country
by Lisa Rosato
staff writer
The sun rose steadily behind Wilson
Hall yesterday at 7 a.m. as a group of
about 20 students gathered in front of the
flag pole near Wilson's steps to pray.
"I was praying that people would get
up," said Heidi Perrin, a junior in the
Baptist Student Union and the event's
coordinator.
According to Perrin, "See You at the
Pole" is an event that occurs in many other
schools across the United States as well as
in other countries.
The event is always at 7a.m. local time,
and is a big focus in many junior high and
high schools, Perrin said.
"Does anyone feel like singing or is it
way too early?" Perrin asked the group.
With no hesitation, the group gathered
in a circle and began with the song, "Oh
God, You are My God."
After breaking the early morning
silence of the Quad, which was empty,
Perrin started praying.
With her head bowed and her eyes
closed, Perrin thanked God for the opportunity to meet and pray in public.
"I'm happy that we have such freedom
to do this," Perrin said. "I'm excited that
people came together this morning to use
our freedom to meet and pray."
She proceeded to pray for JMU, asking
God to heal the hurt and sorrow in the

hearts of rrujiy students.
Students focused much of their praying
on the country and President Clinton's
current troubles. Going around the circle
many students prayed for Clinton,
Congress and Clinton's daughter, Chelsea.
They asked God to remind the country of
morals in this time of controversy.
Other students at the vigil prayed for
their professors, fellow students and leaders of campus organizations.
"We are praying for our classmates at
JMU and also for our nation and the troubles that are going on with the White
House right now," freshman Mike
Salvatierra said.
Sophomore Jessica Nicholas said, "We
believe that if we lift our prayers and petitions to God, he will hear us. Nothing is
too small [to pray forj."
After going around the circle, giving
each participant a chance to pray, the
group sang again. With joined hands and
voices raised in unison, the group sang
three songs, including the hymn
"Amazing Grace."
"We all believe God is sovereign in this
world," senior Dawn Schraftenberger said.
"If we turn from sin, he will heal the land
[and] heal our campus."
Jessica Ruggieri, a sophomore, said,
"Praising God in the morning is giving
him my day."
With a prayer asking that God use
them as "instruments to his will," the students left the circle to begin the day.

LISA ROSATO/contributing photographer

With Wilson Hall as a backdrop, about
20 students gathered yesterday
morning to pray and sing. The event
was part of "See You at the Pole," an
international day of student prayer.

Task force tackles Y2K bug
by Alison Manser
staffwriter
A JMU task force is currently examining the university's computing systems in
anticipation of the computer chip problems that will occur in the year 2000.
Experts believe the problem stems
from the two-digit dating system on computers. When 2000 arrives, the year will
be read as 00, which the computer will
read as 1900, which could be a problem,
Darlene Quackenbush, task force chairwoman, said.

THE MILLENNIUM BUG
WHAT IS IT? Computers will recognize the year 2000 as the year 1900
because a computer only reads the last
two digits and "adds" the 19 in front of
the two numbers.
WHAT COULD HAPPEN? Anything
that uses chips that recognize dates
could malfunction.

Quackenbush compared the situation
to insurance: you need to buy it, but you
hope it won't be needed. "We are selling
the ability to keep functioning as we cross
the millennium," she said.
The task force has implemented a
three-layer strategy which began in 1994
with the Information Technology
Planning department and has continued

KERRIE CHORZEMPA/co/i/n*M/i>ig photographer

Brittany Robertson uses her computer
to work on a class project. A task force
is currently looking at the millennium
bug to see how JMU will be affected.

through 19% and into the present time.
The first level of the strategy tackles
the larger systems on campus and
involves replacing these systems rather
than recoding their date mechanisms,
Quackenbush said.
Both the financial accounting and
human resources departments replacements have been completed. However;
the Student Administration System which
entails registration, grades and financial
aid, has not yet been completed. JMU is

currently working with PeopleSoft
Computing on the development of new
software, Quackenbush said.
A back-up strategy of recoding the
computer's date mechanisms is also in
place for the administration systems in
the realization that the software may not
be completed on time and a backup plan
is necessary.
The second level of the strategy is the
college and department computer systems. "We are working with the colleges
and departments to analyze their individual year 2000 issues and make sure they
are dealing with them," Quackenbush
said.
The third level, which Quackenbush
said is not the least important, is the desktop and network infrastructure. This
includes the CampusNet system, which
supports e-mail, Internet connections and
other applications. This tier of the strategy
involves every computer on campus.
The task force consists of coordinators
from each college who carry information
to and from the Information Technology
Planning department about possible year
2000 problems, Quackenbush said.
Mike O'Neill, computer coordinator
for the College of Science and
Mathematics, serves as the liason between
his college and the task force. "We're
doing the best we can to identify the problems and make a plan for action. We're
see BUG page 9
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GIBBONS HALL
MAIN EVENT

MENUS
Sun. Sept 20

Mon. Sept 21

Tues. Sept 22

Wed. Sept 23

Thurs. Sept 24

Fri. Sept 25

Oatmeal
Scrambled Eggs
Tator Tots
Sausage Patties
French Toast
Potato Soup w/ Roasted
Garlic and Rosemary
Roast Beet / Gravy
Mashed Potatoes
Italian Green Beans w/
Red Peppers
Pas (a Fagoli

Chicken Noodle Soup
Moussaka
Egg Noodles
Broccoli
Mixed Vegetables
City Chicken / Gravy

Tomato Barley Soup
Hot Turkey Sandwich
Mexican Stuffed Zucchini
Mashed Potatoes
Spinach
Cauliflower

Hot and Sour Soup
Chinese Pepper Steak
Potato Lasagna
Rice
Carrots
Orienfal Mixed Vegetables

Senate Bean Soup
Chicken Pot Pie
Yankee Pot Roast
Parslied Potatoes
Broccoli
Ratatouille

Manhattan Clam Chowder
Tomato Basil Fish
Hot Roast Beef Sandwich
Mashed Potatoes
Italian Green Beans
Mixed Vegetables

Tofu Stuffed Portabello
Mushrooms

Spinach Enchilada

Cuban Shepards Pie

Vegetarian Fajitas

Casablanca Stew

MAMA MIA:

Pasta w/ Three Cheeses

Baked Rotini
w/ Italian Sauce
Pasta with Ham & Spinach

Baked Ravioli
Tortellmi w/ Roasted Garlic

Meat Balls w/ Sauce
Pasta w/ Peppers and Pine
Nuts

Oriental Lemon Chicken Salad

Tuna Wrap
Black Bean Soup

Antipasto Salad
Club Wrap
Italian Vegetable Soup

Pasta w/ Chicken & Peppers

Eggplant Parmesan
Pasta w/ Clams
& Lemon Sauce
Middle Eastern Chicken Salad
Mediterranean Hummus Wrap
Tunisian Tomato Soup

Mediterranean Salad Planer

Chicken Ranch Wrap
Fiesta Vegetable Soup

Chefs Salad
Southwestern Wrap
Tangy Three Bean Soup

Chicken Cheesesteaks
Mozzarella Sticks

Grilled Chicken Breast
Chicken Breast Strips
Grilled Ham & Cheese

Turkey Burger
Wing Dings
Salmon Cakes

Grilled Chicken Breast
Chicken Patty Sandwich
Fried Mushrooms

Turkey Burger
Chicken Salad Melt
Onion Rings

Grilled Turkey Breast
Chicken Nuggets
Grilled Cheese

Fried Fish
Phillipine Stir Fried
Roasted Parmesan
Potatoes
Peas
Carrots

BBQ Chicken
Meat Loaf / Gravy
Mashed Potatoes
Corn on the Cob
Green Bean Casserole

Spiral cut Ham
Chili Cook-Off
Egg Noodles
Green Beans
Baked Acorn Squash

Texas BBQ
Southwestern Baked Fish
Macaroni and Cheese
Corn
Lima Beans

Chicken Florentine
Seafood Gumbo
Cabernet Rice Medley
Peas
Squash Casserole

London Broil
Roasted Chili
Chicken Breast
Roasted Potatoes
Zucchini and Tomatoes
Kale

Egg Rolls

Felafel / Tzatziki

Chili Relleno

Black Beans & Veg Bumtos

Chili Con Corny

Fettucme Alfredo

MAMA MIA:

Baked Manicotti
Chicken Marsala

Baked Manicotti
Chicken Marsala

Chicken Parmesan
Baked Pasta
w/ Ratatouille

Baked Tortellini
Pasta w/ Ham and Peas

Stuffed Shells
Pasta with Chicken,
Broccoli and Tomato

fledventures in
'

STEAKHOUSE

Oatmeal
Scrambled Eggs
Home Fried Potatoes
Chicken Sausage
Pancakes
Broccoli Cheddar Soup
Meat Lasagna
Sugar Snap Peas
Chicken & Mushrooms
Coucous w/ Mirepoix
Vegetarian Cassoulet

Exhibition Salad:
Wrap:
Soup:

THE

Sot. Sept 26

Turkey Burger
BBQ Pork Sandwich
Fish Nuggets
' Chicken Vegetable Stir Fry
Stuffed Peppers
Rice
Carrots
Mixed Vegetables

Moroccan Stew

MANY OF THE LET'S EAT!
GUIDE COUPONS EXPIRE
ON SEPT. 18.
HAVE YOU USED
ALL OF YOURS?

CLIP 'EM OUT AND TURN 'EM IN!

L OUR GREAT MENUS
THAI ROTATE WEEKLY!

\

A Taste of Sicily

Orient Express

ITALIAN SPECIALTIES '

PACIFIC RIM CUISINE

Old Glory

International ^uffel
-T9):-T!»Jw

The French Connection

A TASTE OF THE AMERICAS

EXPERIENCE FRANCE!

S:c§S© - 7 -p.ty

NOW OPEN

GPifftt JMlenufeaturing SpeCfalfsegfrety
aVeund fhe ir»rW including Se>up^, ga^aJ^
enfreeg, g'ndeg and deg^evf^

NDAY^ FRIDAY 5 - 7:30 P.M. WARREN HALL, 5th FLR

■;.,,..,

Main Dining Room
Accessible from the SOUTH stairway /elevators
No reservations required! Seating based on availability,

Reservations Required! Fifty guests per seating. Seatings at
5:30, 6, 6:30 and 7 p.m. with tables available up to six guests.
Names, social security number and the telephone number of
the person making the reservation Is required.
Reservations accepted by calling Leslie Mongold at x8076.
Admittance by using a regular punch.
Door Price (Cash, DD, DD Gold and FLEX) la $15

The Fiesta Room
Accessible from the NORTH stairway /elevators
Reservations accepted for parries of three to eight.
Table of ten available for limited seatings.
Make reservations by calling x7555, Monday - Friday, from 1 - 4 p:m.
Reservations accepted up to two weeks in advance
and require names and social security numbers.

\

f
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Arts and Sciences Symposium
Religion found at root of technology
by Brad Jenkins

Internet's educational
benefit questioned

news editor
Religion is the root of technological advances, David Noble, a
social science professor from
York University said Monday
night.
"We're enthusiastic [about
technology]," Noble told a group
of about 250 during the Arts and
Sciences Symposium lecture in
Grafton-Stovall Theatre. "We
don't know when to say no. We
don't know how to say, 'where
are we headed?'"
The common assumption that
religion is an entity apart from
science is "profoundly mistaken," Noble said.
Instead, scientific advancements are driven by a human
desire to be redeemed to a more
perfect state, he said.
Citing the fall of man from the
biblical Adam and Eve story,
Noble said that technological
advances have been a way for
people to return to be saved from
the imperfections of the world.
The advent of nuclear
weapons was a way for humans
to gain the ability to destroy the
world. The religious roots to this
idea are found in the book of
Revelation in the Bible, Noble
said.
Space exploration has been
influenced by religion, too, Noble
said. Seventeenth century
thinkers "believed [space] is
where paradise is," Noble said.
In recent times, NASA has
also been influenced by religion,
Noble said.

by Angela Hain
contributing writer

KELLY NICHOlS/staff photographer

David Noble, professor of social science at York University, spoke
Monday night about the intertwining of religion and technology, as
part of the Arts and Sciences Symposium.

When Apolloll landed on the
moon, "it just sat there forever,"
Noble said.
"What were they doing in
there? They were holding communion. The first liquid poured
on the moon was the blood of
Christ and the first food was the
body of Christ," Noble said.
Artificial intelligence, including cyberspace, virtual reality
and genetic engineering, is also a
field that is infused by religious
ideas, Noble said.
"We've discovered the secret
of life with DNA," Noble said.
"At the heart of [genetic engineering] is the perfection of ourselves."
Of technology, Noble said,
"We're all caught up in this . . .
We have to disabuse ourselves of

our own habits and we have to
teach ourselves to embrace our
existence and not escape it."
Students said they found the
lecture thought provoking.
Senior Brian Hamrick attended the lecture and said, "He suggested that technology was a way
of perfecting souls. He never really showed any correlation to reality that technology perfects our
souls. I don't see any correlation
to reality at all."
Junior Jason Sitterson said, "I
thought it was an interesting concept that with technology we
were trying to obtain our original
purity Adam had, but I disagreed
with it because it makes it seem
like our intelligence is more
important. It undermines the
importance of faith."

Several professors debated the
value of computer technology in
higher education Monday during
an Arts and Sciences Symposium
panel in Taylor Hall.
David Noble, professor of
social science at York University,
said the Internet is commercializing universities and turning education into a money-making
industry.
"This is mindless spending of
money," Noble said. "There is no
demand for the product."
Noble presented several negative implications of the Internet
on college education. He predicts
the Internet will diminish the
quality of education, erode job
security, contribute to a loss of
academic freedom and give away
the foundation of professors'
occupations. He said he thinks
students want technology as an
enhancement to their education,
but not their primary form of
education.
Panelist Elizabeth Pass, an
assistant professor of technical
and scientific communication,
said she thinks the primary problem with the Internet is the lack
of training provided for professors. If professors were just using
technology for technology's sake
instead of for specific purposes,
education has in no way been
enhanced, she said.
"We as a community create

knowledge," Pass said. "I rely
just as much on my students to
help create the learning environment as I rely on myself, my
learning and my research. There
is a kind of feedback that can
only be received when communicating face to face, something that
computer-based classrooms can
not accomplish."
Freshman Laurie Souryal
said she agrees that student-professor interaction is important.
"I personally don't want to
see college education become
computer-based because I really
benefit from the professor being
right there in the classroom to ask
and answer questions," she said.
Panelist David Brunner, technology coordinator for General
Education, took an opposite
stand on the issue. He said it's
impossible to eliminate professors' jobs. Opposition to the
Internet comes from a dislike of
change, Brunner said.
"I'm not threatened by technology,"
Brunner
said.
"Professors will always have
jobs. Until we develop artificial
intelligence to such a point where
the [artificial intelligence] program can learn my course material for me, improve upon it, do the
background reading for it, and
present it for me, there is no
cause for worry. If this does
occur, I will happily retire."
Panelist Stan Conrad, computing coordinator for the
see INTERNET page 9

Lecture discusses science's vices, virtues
by Sarah Alonso
contributing writer
About 30 students and faculy participated in group
discussions about the virtues and vices of science
Monday afternoon during a special Arts and Sciences
Symposium Brown Bag Lecture entitled "The Value of
Science and Values of Science."
Associate Professor of Philosophy Don Fawkes linked
concepts of science values with basic philosophical
ideals.
"[The lecture's purpose was] to show how philosophy
can apply to many aspects of life, one of which is science,
and to use logic to show that science can never provide
absolute certainty," Fawkes said.
Fawkes concluded there are no definite conclusions —
we can only definitely know what is not true, he said.
"It's definitely interesting to think that science can
never give us certainty/'said Gina Bailey, a sophomore
who attended the lecture.
The audience was divide into six sub-groups with a
mixture of faculty and students. Each group was given
either the virtues or vices of science as a topic to discuss
and list.
Virtues of science included curing disease, under-

standing the universe and space travel. Vices include
unnecesarily controlling nature, atomic bombs and the
decrease of skepticism.
With each group's thoughts, Fawkes pulled from a
large number of ideas to point out the relationship
between science and philosophy.
"I liked when we were divided into groups because
it made it more than just a boring lecture," Bailey said.
Fawkes stressed the importantce of "immediate philosophy"— constantly asking and searching for the
"why" in scientific events.
Fawkes said humans are natural philosophers as children.
As children we ask "why" questions, but as we grow
to be adults, the innate philosopher within every child is
beaten out of us by society, Fawkes said.
Sophomore Jack Choate said the discussions "made
you think of things you weren't necessarily aware of. It
makes you ask why."
Lynn Bowes-Sperry, assistant professor of management, and co-chair of the Arts and Science Symposium,
said, "Science is not value-free, so it's important to investigate both vices and virtues of science."
Fawkes said he hopes that he encouraged students to,
"engage in the process of immediate philosophy and
never stop. I don't deliver — they deliver."

ALEX \ESSELS/siaff photographer

Visiting scholar
Paul Humphreys, professor of philosophy at the
University of Virginia, spoke about digital science as
the third revolution. Humphreys specializes in the
philosophy of science.
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Police Log

continued from page 2

Grades

^

continued from page 1

4 p.m. on Sept.12and 11:30 p.m.
on Sept. 13. No damage was
found after reinflating tires.

Harrisonburg fire department
soaked the area with water.
Damage is estimated at $150.

Mulch Fires
• A mulch fire started at 12:10
a.m. at Mr. Chips on Sept. 13.
Cadets reported that students
were stomping out the fire, but the
mulch continued to smolder. The
fire department responded and
extinguished the fire.
• A mulch fire started at 2:10
p.m. at Zane Showker Hall on
Sept. 14. JMU Officer Hartman
responded to the fire first and

No Valid Operator's License
• Non-student Faustino J. Lovo,
25, of Harrisonburg, was arrested
and charged with failure to have a
valid operator's license and defective brakes at 3 p.m. on Sept 13.
His car was towed and he was
incarcerated until he could produce a valid identification.

Place, N.Y., was arrested and
charged with sign tampering at Plot and Bluestone Drive at 3:35
a.m. on Sept. 13.

Sign Tampering
• Ryan J. Sully, 19, of Miller

Fire Alarms
• A fire alarm was activated in
Blue Ridge Hall at 2:04 a.m.
on Sept. 11.Paint fumes are
suspected as the cause of the
fire alarm.
• A fire alarm was activated in
the Alpha Kappa Lambda fraternity house at 2:33 am. on Sept. 12.
Water apparently was sprayed
accidentally into a fire detector

course [Impact Three] as would
any student who has to be taken
to the hospital [for alcohol-related reasons]," Way said.
A JMU student who spoke on
condition of anonymity said he
is going through the Alcohol
Safety Action Program (ASAP)
and doing 30 hours of community service and is on six months
of probation for his alcohol related charges as mandated by the
courts. He's also attending an
alcohol class and an ethics class
as part of JMU's judicial system.
"The community service and
the probation was more of a punishment than sitting in class for a
[couple of hours] a week," he said.
He also said he thought
JMU's punishment and the
court's punishment was a little
bit excessive and redundant and
said the two groups should coordinate the punishment.
Another student who spoke
on condition of anonymity about
her experience with the Judicial
system said she thought it was
fair, though it took too long to
process her case.

She said it was a year between
her violation and the beginning
of her class. As part of her punishment, she has to attend classes on campus. Though her class
hdsn't started yet, she said the
whole experience has definitely
acted as an deterrent.
"I wouldn't do [it] again on
campus," she said.
If a student is charged with
possession of alcohol and intoxication, their punishment would
be a judgment call, Way said.
"We want to be real deliberate
in educating students," Way
said. "We want to match our
educational sanctions with violations."
In addition to the education
programs, a new policy at JMU
to curb alcohol abuse is the
recent implementation of the
"three strikes and you're out"
policy, Way said.
. This year students will be suspended from the university after
three alcohol violations as
opposed to the fourth or fifth
violation in the past, Way said.
JMU decided on the three

causing it to activate while the
room was being cleaned. The
detector was damaged.
• A tire alarm was activated by cigarette smoke at the Chi Phi fraternity house at 11:26 p.m. on Sept. 12.
False Fire Alarm
• A fire alarm was activated at
the Sigma Pi fraternity house at
2:33 a.m. on Sept. 12.
Number of Drunk in publics since
Aug. 27:8
Number of parking tickets between
Sept. 8-15:1051

Process

continued from page 1
program that's a more in-depth
look at effects of substance abuse.
This program may be the student's last chance before being
suspended from the university.
Students are called on to
acknowledge the seriousness of
their behavior. Students must also
attend two Alcholics Anonymous
meetings and speak with a substance abuse counselor.
Students found in violation of
the alcohol policy are put on
probation in addition to having,
to attend an alcohol education
course.
Probation may include the
loss of privileges or eligibility to
participate in extracurricular
activities at JMU.
"Students found with a can of
beer [in their possession] on
their first violation would get
probation and the short course
[Impact Two]," Way said.
Probation is the minimum punsihment for anyone found in violation of JMU policies.
"A student in violation a second time would be placed on
probation and go to a long

stikes policy in an attempt to
enforce a more stringent policy
while also giving the students
several tries to get help.
"I believe three strikes is
appropriate," Way said. "We
need to do everything we can to
educate students and reframe
their thinking about alcohol. If
we suspeneded them on two
offenses [like Virginia Tech is
doing], how can we be sure
we're not just moving students
[with alcohol problems] somewhere else in the state? How can
we be confident we've done
everything we can?
Students said they thought
the penalties weren't too tough,
especially compared to other
schools.
Junior Andy Read said, "I
think it could be worse, but I
think it's fair because I would
know the repurcussions before I
did it."
Sophomore Wendy Gill
said, "I'd be if I got caught.
But I think JMU lets you off
easy, especially compared to
other schools."

was sprung out of the blue,"
but he did say the issue of
whether the new system
should apply to students
under past catalogs wasn't
discussed.
"The only thing that may
have been unclear was the timing and whether it would
apply to [students under past
catalogs]," Harris said.
Faculty Senate discussed the
policy, but didn't comment
about whether the policy
should apply to upperclassmen, Harris said.
Faculty Senate approved the
proposal at its Nov. 20, 1997
meeting.
Several
organizations,
including
the Student
Government Association, made
comments on the proposal
when it was being discussed
last fall, Harris said.
But SGA President Tim
Emry said SGA was under the
impression that the policy wasn't something that would take
effect as quickly as it did.
"It was like something they
were thinking about," Emry
said. "I just have a feeling it
was done with a sense of this
isn't going to be done immediately."
SGA's Academic Affairs
Committee found through surveys last year that "most students seemed to support" the
policy, Emry said.
The committee didn't make
any formal recommendations
about the policy, Emry said.
"I hope that can be one of
the first things we can
address," Emry said. "I'd
like to do something formal
about it. It's something we
need to re-examine. It does
concern me."

Nation's students drink to get drunk
by Christine Tatum
College Press Exchange
CHICAGO — More than half of American
college students drank to get drunk last
year, and the number of binge drinkers is
virtually the same as it was four years ago,
according to a study released Thursday by
the Harvard School of Public Health.
The survey of 14,521 students is the
sequel to a 1993 analysis of students'
alcohol consumption. Both studies were
based on responses from randomly chosen
students attending 130 colleges across the
country.
The latest report, published this month in
the Journal of American College Health,
shows that 52 percent of students drank to
get tanked in 1997, compared with 39
percent in 1993. Overall, the number of
students who binge — defined as five
drinks in a row for men and four in a row
for women — dropped slightly, from 44.1
percent in 1993 to 42.7 percent last year.

However slight, that drop is basically the
study's only bright spot, said Professor
Henry Wechsler, lead author of both
studies. The decrease, he said, could be
attributed to a rising number of students
who abstain from drinking altogether.
Nineteen percent of students reported that
they hadn't had a drink in a year, compared
with 15.6 percent in the earlier study.
Wechsler said more students may be
abstaining because they're repulsed by the
behavior of their drinking friends and tired
of vomit-filled bathrooms, unwanted sexual
advances and late-night disturbances.
That makes sense to Dan Meade, a senior
at Georgetown University who said his
struggles with binging prompted him to
quit drinking more than a year ago — a
decision, Meade said, that has made his life
"immeasurably better."
"I would get so drunk I'd black out and
not remember a thing I'd done," he said. "I
had to make a lot of apologies to people for
things I didn't remember. At first, my
drinking was largely limited to weekends..

. then it started to hurt my grades."
so they can get intoxicated" — needs to
Both of Wechsler's studies say the assume responsibility in the fight against
biggest beer-guzzlers on campus are in unhealthy drinking habits, he added.
fraternities and sororities, where four of five Campuses shouldn't necessarily ban
of those students binge. While many alcohol, just ensure that students of age are
fraternities have announced plans to go dry, dtjnking responsibly, he said.
Wechsler criticized the one caveat usually
"We have to know all the contributing
attached: in the year 2000.
factors to this behavior — the fraternities,
"Postponing things until the millennium the tradition surrounding athletics and the
is not the way to handle the problems of sale of alcohol for dirt cheap in bars and
today," he said.
stores throughout the community"
While the study did not show which Wechsler said.
colleges had the most drinkers, it did
"This is a call for college presidents and
indicate that binging students are more students to develop codes of behavior that
likely to be found on campuses throughout is acceptable on campus. And as people
the Northeast and Midwest. Students at transgress those codes, they have to be dealt
historically black and women's colleges and with accordingly."
commuter schools where few students live
The crafting of new policies should be
in dormitories tend to drink less, the study interesting, Wechsler said, noting that one
also indicated.
in five students are frequent binge drinkers,
Identifying the problem of binge while another one in five abstain from
drinking is far simpler than finding ways to • alcohol consumption. Falling between the
stop it, Wechsler said. And to make any two extremes is one-fifth of students who
change, everyone — including alumni who binge occasionally and two-fifths who drink
toddle back to "tailgating parties on campus but do not binge.
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Come learn what hundreds ofJMU Students have come to know by making a
one day first jump with the Skydiving professionals at Skydive Orange!
All training is by USPA
thousands of first time
to keeping you and
skydiving! It's all on
or call 540-942-3871
discounts! AFF,
Wheeeee! You may
have made Skydiving a

91 N. Main St.
Harrisonburg, VA
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your fellow JMU Students
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Brazil's economy slumps Albania nears collapse
by Anthony Faiola
The Washington Post
SAO PAULO, Brazil — In the past few
months, unemployment in Latin America's
largest nation has increased steadily and
booming economic growth has screeched to
a halt. In the past week alone, interest rates
have almost doubled — to 50 percent — as
Brazil bleeds $15 billion a day in fleeing foreign investment. The government, meanwhile, has been forced to make emergency
spending cuts, and more belt-tightening
measures are expected mis week.
Brazilian President Fernando Henrique
Cardoso, who took office in 1994, enjoys such
enormous popularity in this nation of 160
million people that polls say he may receive
more votes than all his opponents combined
onOct4.
Cardoso reigns as Brazil's economic hero
because of his success in ending hyperinflation, once so extreme that prices for food or
furniture could double in the time it took to
cash a paycheck. He did it with his Real Plan
in 1994, which pegged the Brazilian currency,
the real, to the US. dollar. At the same time,
he opened the economy to foreign investment and moved to privatize state-run
industrial dinosaurs.
The poor were the least likely to keep
their money in interest-bearing accounts,
which profited from the rising interest rates.
Also, as the economy stabilized and the real's
value solidified, stores began offering credit
to the poor.
Cardoso managed, until very recently, to
become the darling of international investors,

with Brazil luring more direct foreign investment than any developing nation except
China.
Now Cardoso finds himself desperate to
preserve his Real Plan. The key index on the
stock market in Sao Paulo has lost 40 percent
in the past 30 days.
Even though the banking system here is
far more solid than in troubled East Asian
countries or Russia — seven of the 10 largest
local banks are owned by US or European
banks — many still see this nation as vulnerable. Brazil needs $50 billion a year in foreign investment to cover its debt, although it
maintains cash reserves greater man mat.
An economic collapse here would be far
more costly to the international community
than any to date, including Russia's. US.
companies have more than $26 billion
invested here, and it would hit Wall Street
especially hard.
"The problems here aren't just because of
panic from Russia and Asia; it's because
Cardoso has failed time and time again at
making institutional reforms," said
Alexandre Barros, a Brasilian-based political
analyst. "He is doing what is politically best
for him, not for Brazil."
Cardoso has encouraged the Central
Bank to increase interest rates to dizzying
levels, a tactic that is sustainable only for a
short time before the Brazilian economy
would dive into a deep recession that likely
would take the rest of Latin America with it
In an uncanny way, he has maintained
deep popular support. Brazilians believe
that because he has proven his ability to
cope with crises in the past, he will find a
way to guide the country to safety again.

In Brief

A mulch fire outside Zane Showker Hall
damaged $150 of shrubbery Monday.
Flames reached 10 feet in the air, said Alan
MacNutt, director of public safety.
The fire was extinguished by Officer Sid
Hartman with two fire extinguishers.
MacNutt said the fire is believed by to have
been started by a cigarette.
MacNutt urges students to utilize ashtrays located outside of buildings and to
extinguish their cigarettes on a hard surface.

Building inspector reports
cause of deck collapse
The cause of the deck collapse that
occurred on Sept. 11 was released Monday
by Harrisonburg building official Edward
Baldwin.

Nursing home study finds faults
by Susan Levine
The Washington Post
WASHINGTON — The country's often
inconsistent system of background checks
allows significant numbers of people with
criminal records to be hired in nursing
homes, often putting frail, elderly residents at grave risk, according to a federal
study released this week.
The study focused in part on
Maryland, where criminal background
checks of employees at eight nursing
homes found that 5 percent of them had
been convicted of assault, child abuse and
theft to drug possession and prostitution.
Seventeen states and the District of
Columbia still require no criminal background checks for nurses' aides and other

workers at long-term care facilities.
The report by the Health and Human
Services Department was released at a
Senate committee hearing on President
Clinton's recent call for a crackdown on
nursing-home abuse. The study recommends the establishment of a national registry of convicted workers, which facilities
across the country would be required to
use.
Although care in many of the country's
17,000 nursing homes has improved
markedly in the last decade, numerous
reports in the last year have signaled continuing problems.
The Senate Special Committee on
Aging heard allegations last fall that malnutrition kills thousands of nursing-home
residents who do not get the assistance
they need to eat.

continued from page 5

"After investigating the collapse of the
deck at 831 Village Lane, it is the opinion of
this office that the failure of the deck was
due to an excessive number of persons and
possible excessive movement of those persons at the time of the collapse," Baldwin
said.
Baldwin recommended that decks only
be occupied by the dwelling's residents, to
avoid this type of accident in the future.
Lt. Richard Sites, spokesman for the
Harrisonburg Police Department, said
charges for ABC violations will be filed soon.
He wouldn't elaborate or name the people
who'll be charged.
Susan Brady was discharged from the
University of Virginia Medical Center on
Wednesday and Elizabeth Olin was discharged on Tuesday.
The occupants of the townhouse couldn't
be reached for comment.

Bug

continued from page 3

doing well considering this is an unfunded, unmandated operation," he said.
In addition to computers, the year 2000
problem will also affect other chipenhanced devices such as automobiles,
elevators and even coffeepots. Anything
that has a built-in dating device could
malfunction, Quackenbush said.
Committewoman Iris Moubry, who
specializes in purchasing, is impressed
with JMUs perserverance with mis issue.
"I think JMU is handling this as well as
anybody is. We are making a lot of
progress, and we'll be fine by the year
2000," she said.

last year, seized Parliament and state television buildings Monday while calling for the
resignation of Nano. Albanian police fired on
about 10,000 demonstrators attempting to
storm the main government office building
while carrying Hajdari's coffin.
Widespread looting and vandalism have
overtaken the streets, with reports gangs
have commandeered tanks from military
depots.
Albania has been a key Western ally in
attempts by the United States and Europe to
manage the crisis in neighboring Kosovo,
where Serbian crackdown on an Albanian
separatist movement has sent hundreds of
thousands of refugees fleeing.

Internet

continued from page 3

Mulch fires continue as hot
weather holds

WASHINGTON (AFP)— As the Albanian
government appears ready to collapse under
the weight of revolution, the Clinton administration says it will not recognize the authority of former President Sali Berisha or any
other faction leader who attempts to take
power "through the barrel of a gun."
The Albanian capital of Tirana descended
into chaos during the weekend after Berisha
accused President Fatos Nano of involvement
in the assassination of opposition deputy
Azem Hajdari, a close friend of the former
president who was gunned down along with
a bodyguard outside the headquarters of
Berisha's Democratic Party headquarters.
Supporters of Berisha, voted out of office

Other schools are also preparing for
the computer problem.
The University of Virginia has also
been preparing for several years.
According the the UVa. Year 2000 web
site, they have adopted a three-phase plan
that differs slightly from JMU's. UVa.'s
phases are first, raise awareness; second,
assess and plan strategy; and third, implement and test the results.
Virginia Tech's Year 2000 web site contains a to-the-second countdown and several in-depth downloads of testing, assessment and possible solutions to the Year
2000 problem.

College of Arts and Letters, said technology is an asset to education. Although universities may resist it at first, technology's
advancement is inevitable, Conrad said.
"It is time for universities to recreate
themselves and step into the future with
technology," Conrad said. "If there are
problems, the school needs to find a way
to remedy them."
Technology hasn't lightened professors'
work load. It is actually creating more
work for teachers and longer office hours,
Conrad said.
Students have more accessibility to
teachers through e-mail and chat rooms,
Conrad said.
Noble suggested evidence that the
Internet does not enhance education;
rather, it presents real dangers.
"A study recently came out stating an
increased amount of incidents of depression of those people who are using their
internet, and I'm not just talking about
addicts," Noble said.
William O'Meara, professor of philosophy, was the moderator for Monday's
panel, and suggested the discussion topic.
"I thought it would be important and
interesting to receive input from a humanities perspective toward science and technology," O'Meara said.
The panel discussion sparked student
interest.
Junior Kelly Wynn, who attended the
program, said, "My project is to evaluate
how much students are learning from the
internet and how it is enhancing learning
styles. This panel discussion answered a
lot of my questions."
I I I I ■ I I I I
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New GPA system fails students

Imagine this: as you near the end of caally and .. . may affect all enrolled stu- grades they earn from this point forward.
Furthermore, this system is by no
another semester at JMU, you face the dents." This means the university reserves
ominous task of taking one last final the right to change out grading system. But means universal. Professors will be able to
exam. Fortunately, you've all but assured does having the power to do something use their own discretion whether to use the
yourself of a B in this class. All you need to mean it should be done? Not in this partic- pluses and minuses, according to the Sept.
14 issue of 77K Breeze. Thus, some students
ular situation.
do is pass the final, and a 3.0 is yours.
may
benefit or be hurt by this system while
All sophomores, juniors and seniors
Not so anymore, the JMU University
others
will not be affected. This type of
have
been
graded
on
the
old
criteria
during
Council says. This administrative rubber
inconsistency
cannot be tolerated at an
their
whole
tenure
at
this
institution.
That
stamp — which consists of department
institution
of higher learning. The
heads, members of the Student
Government Association, the Honor nm*-~**i~~. xL„ ™ .^l^^. ~* „** ,A,~A4.~ Catalog also states, "Every effort is
Council and faculty members
,u the curriculum]
passed a proposal last semester imple- _.,!,_ !,—.„ „UiAnA Ut, n^^Unv m ir>1-*t++i '[to
"* turr"-u,u,,,J through
"««uKn the
uu
menting the use of pluses and minus- WnO WlVe UUlUtU OXj unOlnci SuSlcm academic advising process, indi
vidual reports of academic
es when calculating a student's gradeprogress and various campus
point average. Looks like that 3.0 you
//
publications."
were expecting is shaping up to be
However, were students notimore like a 2.7.
fied of the change by their adviInevitably, after this semester,
some students will be delighted with the is, any A, be it an A- or A+, is a 4.0. And a sors? Was any student sent an e-mail
new system while others will be rather dis- B is a 3.0. Is it logical to change the method regarding the afore mentioned changes? It
appointed. Depending on whom you ask, in which a student is evaluated midway was not indicated on the last academic
the plus/minus addendum will be a god- through an education?
progress report sent to students. Since it
If the University Council was intent on does not appear appropriate notification
send or one of the worst decisions made
since the New York Mets traded David passing this proposal, it would have made occurred, we can argue JMU did not fulfill
Cone to the Kansas City Royals for Ed a lot more sense to apply it to the Class of its end of the bargain in this mess. And if
Hearn.
2002 and classes thereafter. Not only the administration did not go by the book,
However, the problem is not whether would it be more fair, but it would also be why should students be forced to?
grades will rise or fall. In the end, probably more consistent. When the General
The closer one looks at this new policy
half of the students' GPA's will go up and Education curriculum was implemented, and how it was passed, the more one is
half will go down. Rather, the problem is JMU did not require upperclassmen to reminded of how the administration has
the manner in which the change was submit to a radical change in their curricu- done things around here in the past.
passed and is now being implemented.
lum, why should it now? Changing the Hopefully with a new president on board,
According to the 1997-'98 Undergraduate system on students who have abided by we will not continue to make short-sighted
Catalog, "Curricular changes occur periodi- another system alters the integrity of the and secretive decisions.

_

Changing the SyStem On StUdentS made to alert students to dhanges

alters the integrity of the grades
they earn from this point forward.

Topic: Should President Clinton be impeached, resign, or remain in office?
"He should remain in
office. Although what
he did was morally
wrong, it has no effect
on his ability to run
the country"

Karin Hadlock
SP
D
T1
If.HT
s6ph6m6re, marketing
^K^ULfei^fr* ' * ' '' fcoDhomftre.
mark

tf♦ttttf

"He should resign
before he goes through
the embarrassment of
being impeached'."

Leigh Ann Strable
sehi6i\ anthropology

"/ think he should be
impeached because he
is a representative of
our country, and all
aspects of this scandal
have made his morals
look terrible ~
Camille DeAntonio
' senior, marketing

MHII.

"This whole thing has
been blown out of
proportion. I don I
condone what he did,
but it's his private life,
so he should remain in
office."
Ian Thomas
•juhrbr,' Bds/Sndss'maiiagement
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Beyond classes: getting a true college education
As I see it, there are two major questions to be
answered at college: "Who are you?" and "Why
are you here?" After answering superficial questions from each new person you meet ("Where are you
from?" and "Whafs your major?" come to mind), these
probably seem a little tougher.
But I would like to propose that graduation requirements be changed from 120 credit hours to just answering
these two questions successfully. If you follow this twophase graduation plan, you will most certainly pass with
flying colors.
Phase One: Who are you?
This one will take you two or three years to answer.
You will begin by hanging out with people who seem really cool at first, but you will end up having very little in
common except that you both breathe and consume beer.
Slowly you will start weeding out your circle of partygoers and stop traveling in herds on the weekends. You
and your close friends will have more in common and
may even stay in touch over the holidays and summer.
Friends from school who make the effort to visit you at
your permanent place of residence are keepers.
As you create your own community at school, you will
miss Mom and Dad a lot less. Parents' Weekend become a
chore and Thanksgiving will seem unbearable. You will
still love them just as much as the day you left home, but
the umbilical cord will finally be broken. You will learn to
cook, clean and survive on your own. You may fall into
your old undomestic habits when you visit home, but you
remind your parents that, at school, your bed is made
every single morning. They won't know the difference.
They will still care about who you're with and where
you're going, but they won't ask because they don't really
want to know the truth. A don't ask, don't tell policy will
be implemented.

Soon you will realize that time spent selecting outfits
and curling hair doesn't have any effect on your gradepoint average.
You may even stop showering for class. This new attitude toward your appearance will transfer to your social
life as well.

Breeze Reader's View
— Heather Nelson
You notice that you have fun on the weekends whether
you're wearing designer brands or the hand-me-downs
you got from your big brother. So you start living in your
most comfortable jeans and the T-shirt you bought for five
bucks on vacation.
Your beautification process will be cut in half by your
junior year and you will have created at least 20 more
hours of free time for yourself each week.
This new-found free time will open up a world of
opportunities. Suddenly, there will be time in your schedule for extra-curricular activities and simply vegging out.
Guitar playing will be taken up by at least one out of every
four of your neighbors.
Alcohol consumption will always be another popular
use of this free time, but just remember: The "Freshman
Fifteen" is not fun when multiplied by four, and light
beers doesn't count as a diet
Slowly over two or three years, you will have a better
idea of who you are and what's important to you. You will
want to better yourself and encourage those around you to
do the same. College will become a positive place for you
and you will find yourself moving on to Phase Two.

DARTS
PATS

Dans & Pals are submitted
anonymously and printed on a
space-available basis.
Submissions.are based upon one
person's opinion of a given
situation, person or event and do
not necessarily reflect the truth.

Phase Two: Why are you here?
Any answer that seems obvious at first is wrong. Well,
not wrong, but not the complete truth. You will ask yourself this exact question 10 times your first semester. After
two or three semesters, you will think about transferring.
As you begin to understand why you are here, you will
also begin to value your education. You will understand
that you are here to learn — about life, about love, about
friendships, about perseverance and about yourself. But
when you learn that learning is fun and your degree is
worth more than you paid in tuition, you will have found
the answer.
Throughout Phase Two, you will find yourself attending classes on a regular basis (something you have never
done before in your life). You may even start buying the
required textbooks and reading them in the free time you
acquired during Phase One. You will surprise yourself by
staying home on a weekend night once in awhile to finish
a paper or study for an exam. You may stop pulling allnighters and start getting up on time in the morning.
You will start to have a sense of what you want to be
when you "grow up" and may even make your academics
your top priority. You will seem scary even to yourself and
will feel like you can take on the world. After all, you now
should know all the answers you came to college in search
of. You've grown, you've changed — you are READY!
Upon completion of Phase Two, you will probably start
wondering why you are STILL here. If you're lucky, at
this point, you will be a senior and can start making plans
to get OUT of here.
But if you get discouraged along the way, keep in mind
that it's not as important to have all the answers as to dare
to ask the questions.
Heather Nelson is a senior SMAD major.

Dart...
A "wait-your-turn" dart to the individuals who cut
in line at PC Dukes while waiting for items to be
prepared in the chicken and hamburger vendor area.
Sent in by a student who doesn 't think your time is
any more valuable than hers.

Dart...

Dart...

Pat...

A "keep-it-positive" dart to the group that sat on
the JMU side at the 50-yard line at Saturday's
football game for cheering negatively and cursing
excessively.
Sent in by a loyal Dukes fan who thinks your
passion, while excellent, should be cleaned up for
the parents and children sitting nearby.

A "we' re-SO-glad-you-put-in-TVs-so-we-havesomething-to-watch-while-we-wait-on-endless-lines"
dart to PC Dukes for its lack of staffing during the
lunch-time rush between 11 a.m. and 1 p.m.
Sent in by a student who thinks the food service
area more closely resembles a mosh pit than a dining
area.

A "thanks-for-waiting-on-me" pat to the staff at
the JMU bookstore who stayed open 10 minutes after
closing time so I could get a birthday card for my
friend.
Sent in by a student who knows you were tired
from a long day of work and was touched by your
patience.

Pat...

Pat...

Pat...

A "you're-a-lifesaver" pat to the magnanimous
soul who found my wallet in Godwin parking lot and
returned it with everything still in it.
Sent in by a person who is thankful for your
selflessness and honesty.

A "thanks-for-your-patience" pat to the JMU Help
Desk representative for staying on the phone with me
for an entire hour in an attempt to get my computer
working.
Sent in by a student who appreciates your help
even though she still isn 't connected to the Internet.

A "your-timing-is-perfect" pat to Domino's Pizza
for being on campus during move-in weekend and
passing out free drinks and coupons.
Sent in by a resident advisor staff member who has
seen you out there every year and appreciates your
help.

liiilttlllllMliilllUlliliitTr
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Laser
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skate rental S1 sessions
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433-1834

100 Miller Circle

SHATETOIUR USA

1998
CL£4
The similarities are kind of uncanny: Strength, pride,
respect. But as they say, when you're a leader certain
things just come with the territory. At PLATINUM
technology, we've moved to the front of the pack in
the I.T. industry by providing superior software
products and consulting services that enhance the
performance of our clients' I.T. infrastructures. By
doing so, our customers are able to leverage valuable business information and make
better decisions. Which is why time and time again, major corporations look to us for wise
and confident solutions.

JMU 1998,

Isn't it time that your talents helped lead the w$?
Depending on your skills and interests, you can explore exciting career opportunities in any one
of our facilities across the country.

We are seeking professionals to join us in the following role:

Information Management Consultants
If you are majoring In
MIS • Systems Engineering • Computer Science
• Information Management • Information Technology

-

we would like to talk to you! ——**

We'll be on campus
SEPTEMBER 24
For more information, visit the career placement office.
At PLATINUM technology, inc., you'll be in good company. We not only have exceptional
benefits but we also offer tuition reimbursement, and the freedom and flexibility to be your
own leader.

I
I

PLATINUM technology
...because it's a junyle out there.

If you are unable to visit us on campus, please submit your resume in the following
manner: For U.S. Mail/Fax please use 12 point font with minimal use of bullets, italics,
underlining and holding. For e-mail/Internet, please use ASCII format. PLATINUM
technology, inc., Attn: Staffing Services-Code: C|MUNIVSF8, 1815 S. Meyers Rd.,
Oakbrook Terrace, IL 60181. Fax: 800-6559987. E-mail: staffing@platinum.com
PLATINUM is an affirmative action/equal
opportunity employer, rich in diversity.
For additional employment opportunities at PLATINUM technology, Inc., please
visit our website at www.platinum.com

PLATINUM
TEG HNOLOGY

Thanks for a job well done!
Your tireless efforts toward
maintaining the campus
are deeply appreciated!
- Facilities Management &
Campus Community
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Students ShOUld have been involved in

change could take place with such blatant disregard to

grade system change process
TotheEdKor
I am writing in response to the new grading system
discussed in the article 'Grade System Changes' in the
Sept. 14 issue of The Breeze. Coming from a high school
that operated on a hundred-point scale, I found the idea
of a four-point scale foreign, but it was one I accepted
when I enrolled. The fact mat this system can be altered
in any way after upperclassmen have abided by it for
two or three years is absurd. Apparently, according to
Teresa Gonzales, the Undergraduate Catalog "is not a
legal contract." Are students to conclude that anything
they've agreed to by coming here, even written documents, can be changed at a moment's notice because
they are not "legal contracts?"
Furthermore, I find it insulting that Gonzales
"hoped we would get together with our [Student
Government Association] representatives so we know
about the change." Representatives for the most part
just happen to be very popular and think an SGA position would look good on their resumed
Why didn't SGA representatives get together with
us before the change was made? They seem to have
enough time to blanket the campus with flyers and
bother me on the way to class during election week, but
where were the flyers for an open forum on grade
changes?
The new scale is a better reflection of performance,
but to institute it now is grossly unfair. If the new scale
is implemented for all freshmen, then so be it. Let
upperclassmen continue on the old scale, though, just
as we continued to operate under liberal studies wnen
the general education curriculum was introduced.
The real matter at hand, however, is not the grading
scale. What is the major problem is that such a drastic

And the point is, unfortunately, that JMU can continue to build million-dollar stadiums, buy out teachers,
raise tuition, destroy the arboretum, etc. and there's
nothing we can really do about it. Just like any other
college, we are essentially powerless pawns in their
business. However, Dr. Rose and company, I'm sure
any business professor here will tell you that there is
nothing more important in attracting customers than
word-of-mouth advertising.
If JMU continues in its total disregard for its current
students and faculty, I'm afraid it might have more
problems to worry about in the future than parking.
Before the administration continues to act in a way it
finds beneficial to students, why doesn't it ask us why
we came here in the first place?
Andrew Detweiler
junior
English

Breeze column prejudice freshmen

I thought it a rather bold statement that Manny
Rosa, author of the editorial titled 'You Might Be a
Freshman if,' made when he said that he represented
the thoughts of all the 11,000-plus upperclass students
at JMU.
Frankly, I don't think he represents my point of view
on one of his statements. Mr. Rosa implies it's "uncool"
and "nerdy" to attend programs organized by resident
advisers, particularly those in freshmen halls.
I challenge him to find one person that has lived on
campus and never enjoyed a program that they've
attended in a residence hall.
Speaking from the point of view of a resident adviser, we do not plan programs we think residents aren't
going to enjoy or learn something from — that would
defeat the purpose of planning programs and waste
valuable tuition money JMU parents and students shell
out.
For those of you who've lived in a residence hall, I
would be interested to hear from anyone who's oncampus living experience was not made even the
slightest degree better by the programs resident advisers planned for you as a freshman.
Without these programs, some of the freshmen on
campus would be left with nothing to do for fun and no
way to grow as a person.
How would the advertisement, "your child will
graduate from JMU as a dull and non-well-rounded
person" sound in the brochure potential students and
parents receive through the mail?
So, to the author that made such a bold statement
without thinking, please reconsider the message that
you want to give to the student body at JMU, particularly the freshmen, before you write again.

against dorm programs

Jennifer Butt
sophomore
undeclared

Tothe Editor:

September 19, 1998
1 p.m. - 3 p.m.
*

Godwin Field

"*&

Your invited to the first tailgate party
just for students on Godwin Field.
Have lunch with friends on Godwin field
prior to the JMU-Villanova Football Game.

Welcome Home.

(Punches, Dining Dollars, Flex and Cash will be accepted)

Pendiy & Constable

Great Raffle Prizes

Property Management

Call X3977 for more information

College Station • Madison Manor
University Court • Madison Square • Olde Mill Village

Sponsored by:
JMU Alumni Association ]MU Dining Services
JMU Athletics JMU Bookstore

call

434- 1173
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4%mm\ Cinnamon Bear
| Deli & Bakery
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Public Radio WMRA presents [OS
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A N G t L t S

G UITA R
QUARTET

Show your JMU ID and receive

$1.00 OFF

Friday
18 September, 8pm
jMU's Wilson Hall, Harrisonburg

chase worth £5-00
£q.oo or more')
(any purchase
more)
Cannot be used with any other promotion or discount.
Valid only at Valley Mall. One coupon per customer per
visit. Coupon must be presented at time of purchase.

Watch what
happens when
13,000 pairs of eyes
see YOUR ad.

YourNPR Station

^PEACE CORPS
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER

21

the
AMES

MADISON

UNI VEMITT

For advertising rates call
#568-6127

Kaye's
Classic
Nails
Valley Plaza Shopping Center
(next to Roses)

Specials
Tues. & Wed.

$5Full OFF
set of
Acrylic Nails

Thurs, & Frf.
Free facial hair
removal with-full set
of Acrylic Nails

FIND OUT HOW YOU CAN BECOME A PEACE CORPS VOLUNTEER! !!
Want to know more about becoming a Peace Corps
volunteer? about opportunities available around the
world? Then come to the presentation and learn
more from both the presenter and the returned Peace
Corps volunteers.

HILLCREST HOUSE, 2ND FLOOR
INTL_ED@JMU,EDU

56&&419

Available by appointment only.
Expires Sept. 30,1998.

574-4488

'i

INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION

If received by a gentleman please
pass on to a lady classmate

No MMA
No Drills

A

Taylor Hall Room 404
6 p.m.

INTERNATIONAL WEEK: SEPTEMBER

www.jmu.od

18-26

-ed/internationalwe«k/

■+~> ' .» i+t
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'Romeo & Juliet' opens at Theatre II
by Jennifer Simmons
staff writer
"Romeo and Juliet" is perhaps
one of Shakespeare's most
widely
produced
and
misunderstood tragedies.

REVIEW
To call it a great love story is to
ignore the meat of the play, a
play that encompasses timeless
controversy such as the
intervention of government in
personal affairs, religion bent to
personal
goals,
and
circumstantial definitions of
good and evil.
The production that opened
last night in the Theatre II,
directed by senior Sarah
Bonadeo, manages to avoid the
easy trap of reducing the play to
a trifling soap opera, but could
not escape the play's own
laborious nature and popularity.
Bonadeo's take on the play is a
unique perspective that offers
some genuine rewards, but in
the end seems altogether too
familiar.
Juliet and Romeo are
traditionally played as mature
lovers caught in a romantic
whirlwind, ending in fatal
melodrama suitable for a
DiCaprio blockbuster.
Junior Michelle Ferrara and
sophomore Phillip St. Ours in
the title roles successfully reject
the stereotype. Truer to the play,
they come across as immature,
hormone-driven kids who love
to be in love. St. Ours, rather
than play Romeo as the suave
teen-idol, takes on the role of a
wannabe romancer and follower
who bungles life's decisions at
every rum in the name of love.
In rum, Ferrara plays Juliet true
to her tender age of 13 as she
giggles and blushes her way
toward tragedy. Her balcony
scene sighs are reminiscent of a
preteen doodling "I love
Romeo" and "Mrs. Juliet
Montague" in her math
notebook.
It's a refreshing look at the
lovers, allowing the play room to
explore the darker and, frankly,
more interesting conflicts that
are often lost in the play and that
feat is a credit to Ferrara, St. Ours
and Bonadeo.
On St. Ours' part, this affect is
achieved by playing a shy and
goofy Romeo. But audience
beware, if you're unfamiliar with
Romeo's actual dialogue, you'll
be lost in the quiet mumblings of
St. Ours.
Projection, even in a space as
relatively small as Theatre II, is
paramount and a skill St. Ours

PHOTO COURTESY MATTHEW BALTHROP

Capulet. But when the characters
are in various combinations of
black, white and gray, the
families
become
indistinguishable. While using
an archetypal color scheme of
good and evil might work in an
English paper, in this case it only
serves to muddle the audience.
Fortunately,
many
relationships in the play do not
depend on clothing and concepts
for their strength. Mercutio and
Benvolio (freshman Katie
Lawson) have a wonderful
rapport and are often the most
interesting duo on stage. There
are occasions where Benvolio's
sex is called into question for the
audience. Lawson plays the part
like a punchy, pixie boy, but
Balthrop's reaction to Benvolio
often contains overly affectionate
nuances.
It's
an angle
Shakespeare likely did not
intend, but is entertaining to
watch, nonetheless.
Lord Capulet, played by
junior Michael Edward Staley,
also plays his part with a twist.
Rather than depend on the
abusive father angle, Staley
makes a blustering and
sympathetic father of Capulet,
even with his short tempered
outbursts and traces of violence.
Staley's characterization
decision is even more evident in
the scenes with junior Leah
Swanson, who relies heavily on
playing Lady Capulet as the
typical sarcastic wife, rolling eyes
and all.
For the first half of the
show, "Romeo and Juliet" keeps
the audience intrigued with
unique insight on the lovers and
unusual characterization, but in
the end, this production falls

prey to the audiences' familiarity
of the script.
After Romeo kills Tybalt
(senior Danny Williams), the
audience knows it's all downhill
from there. Apparently the actors
feel the same way.
The spark that has so far
set the production apart from
other tired renditions is lost and
the audience is just waiting for
the lovers kill themselves and get
it over with, already.
Long monologues and
drawn out explanations that
ought to have been cut for the
sake of waning interest, turn a
once entertaining play into an
absolute bore.
The prophetic ramblings
and 'ho-hum' suicide scene of
Juliet and Romeo are unoriginal,
a death trap in a play so wellknown.
In a curious turn of
events, however, the dull ending
does serve an unforeseen
purpose. The audience realizes
that the love story behind
"Romeo and Juliet" is not the
focus, but rather the vehicle
Shakespeare uses to illustrate
how hate through religion,
politics and prejudice can tear at
the fabric of something as
innocent as puppy love.
While the cast ought to
be commended for taking on
such a well-known play and
creating original moments of
theatre, "Romeo and Juliet" can
not avoid it's own pitfalls and
joins the ranks of 'just another
version of "R&J".'

Junior Michelle Ferrara (Juliet) and sophomore Phillip St. Ours
(Romeo) act out the suicide scene in a Theatre II production.
has yet to learn.
After Mercutio is killed, he is
The two-and-a-half hour long resurrected to play the part of a
show is produced without Capulet servant. It has been
intermission on a simple set that proved that multiple casting in
highlights the actors instead of Shakespeare can be effectively
effects. Lights are up throughout done. Not in this production,
the entire play and the actors are however.
cast in multiple roles with
Even if the audience accepts
minimal consideration to gender.
that individual actors can have
The reason behind this well- more than one role, at the very
Romeo and Juliet will be performed
worn concept is "that's how least they depend on costuming
at Theatre II, Sept. 16-19 at 8 p.m.
Shakespeare's theatre was," to differentiate between the
with a 2p.m. matinee on Sept. 20.
Bonadeo said. "I didn't want to houses of Montague and
Admission is $3.
change it."
But bare-bones theatre is a
convention audiences have seen
time and time again and to
tweak it with unclear symbols of
goodness and morality, as
Bonadeo does, confuses the
audience.
For instance, "Romeo and
Juliet" runs up against some
serious multiple casting
problems. Why is junior Nehal
Joshi, the actor playing Friar
Lawrence, in the fight and party
scenes with the other Montagues
at the beginning of the play? It
makes little sense for an
impartial man of the cloth to join
in these revels, but Joshi is
double cast as both the friar and
a Montague.
The same is true of Lady
Montague (sophomore Dena
Ghieth) and Mercutio (junior
Matthew Balthrop). In Ghieth's
case she is seen first as Lady
Montague, while later she's
PHOTO COURTESY MATTHEW BALTHROP
trading jests with Lord Capulet Danny Williams (Tybalt) and Ferarra (Juliet) dance during the play's masquerade ball hosted by the
as his kinsman.
Capulets. Staff writer Jennifer Simmons says of the play, "(it's) a refreshing look at the lovers."
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SAMPOERNA EXTRA
SAMPOERNA INTERNATIONAL
SAMPOERNA EXCLUSIVE
JAKARTA FILTER & NONFILTER
CRYSTAL^
DJARUM SPECIALS (IN TINS)
DJARUM SPLASH'(IN TINS)

30 SOUTH MAIN ST. 0 TYE DYE T-SHIRTS & TAPESTRIES
(151 SIDES JESS'LUNCH)
(540)433-3366

O INCENSE & INCENSE BURNERS

Spend The Weekend
With JMU Athletics!
_^

{"S.

DAYS INN

JMU/Days Inn Volleyball Classic
Convocation Center
Friday, September 18

0 ADULT NOVELTIES & MOVIES

JMU vs. St. John's, 7 pm

ttOVER 100 DIFFERENT TYPES OF STICKERS,
^ DECALS & PATCHES

Saturday, September 19
JMU vs. MD-Baltimore Co., 1 pm
JMU vs. Bowling Green, 6 pm

# CIGARETTES, BIDIS & other unusual brand?

0BLACK
LIGHTS:
fixtures in 18", 24" and 48" re
bring in ad and get &5 off

ent bulbs

FREE HOLE IN THE WALL T-SHIRTS
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Reservoir Street Field

Friday, September IS
Kansas vs. Arizona, 5 pm
JMU vs. George Washington, 7:30 pm
Sunday, September 20
Consolation Game, Noon
Championship Game, 2:30 pm

SCHEDULES
AROUND YOUR
CLASSES

FREE W VIRGINIA LOTTERY T-sh Ills

SOCIAL
ACTIVITIES

pc

|^
Four Points*
££

WAGES
STARTING AT
$5.87 PER HOUR

GREAT
ON-CAMPUS
LOCATION

ifs time
to apply...

Women's ~Jt
4
V *±K**;.
JMU/Sheraton Four Points Hotel
Tournament

to the first 250 JMU Students through the
gate for the JMU Game! Must present JAC card.

Faculty/Staff Appreciation Night
Friday Night - present JAC card for
FREE admission for you and your family!

INCENTIVES
& BENEFITS

dukes

0OOTBAU.
S

.1111 I vs.
V Villanova
JMU
Saturday, September 19, 3 pm
Bridgeforth Stadium
Game sponsored by
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Off-campus living offers chance for creativity
Students living in houses, apartments, give their dwellings personality, style with a twist
by Michael Scutari
contributing writer
Everyone who has been left home to
embark on a college career and live on
their own, is familiar with the age-old
axiom: Since you're not home anymore,
you should try to make your new house
like home. We students here at JMU are
no exception to this age-old truth. Take the
case of the following four examples: Four
separate houses/apartments with different
students from all over the country — all
have a unique approach to transforming
their sagging, dilapidated off-campus
abodes into temples of beauty, surrounded
with comfort and unbridled pleasure.
Anyone who has made the momentous
change from on- to off-campus life knows
the perilous struggles involved: lack of hot
water, a broken washing machine, or, in
the case of senior Kristen DeNicola, a basement which is a "torture chamber."
"Our basement is like a torture chamber,"
she says. "The ceiling [of our basement] is
caving in and it's all musty and there's
these tiny little rooms with toilets and it's
just scary and gross."
Like many houses, DeNicola must rely
on indigenous qualities: the little, invaluable intricacies that you can't put a price
tag on. They let nature do the work. "We
have these fly catchers that have, like 1,000
flies, but no more room, and we're too lazy
to take 'em down, so they hang," she said.
So is DeNicola's house a refuge for the
oppressed? A sanctuary for those insects
who would simply be thrown in the trash
like yesterday's dinner? "Not really," she
said. "The flies are dead."
Although DeNicola and her roommate
haven't expended the energy to buy
posters and knick-knacks, they have utilized some decorations. "We have a 'stop
bed-wetting' sign on the wall," DeNicola
said. "If s inspirational."
DeNicola's own room is free of decorations. "The room has no wall space, just
windows, so there's nothing I can do about
it."

PHOTO COURTESY MICHAEL SCUTARI

Junior Brian Upps pose* next to his kitchen sink, piling up with dirty dishes, pizza boxes, and eventually, mold. Upps lives in
the Beat House, located off High Street. His roomate, senior Aaron Carlson said, "We have a situation ... It still smells."

Denicola and her four housemates live
on Old South High Street, which is notorious for its melting pot status, as students
and locals frequently come together to
exchange agricultural gear.
Another diverse JMU locale is located
south on Main Street at Olde Mill. Senior
Seth Leiberman and his three roommates
Ben Galin, John Beakes, and J.C Paris
reside there. These apartment complexes
lack the quaint domesticity of a house, but
Leiberman disagrees.
"If s up to the people in the apartment to
personalize it," Leiberman said. He feels
that one's apartment is much more than a

PHOTO COURTESY MICHAEL SCUTARI

Seth Leiberman poses with a banner hung on the Wall in his Olde Mill apartment.
Leiberman has a variety of decorations in his home, including art from Venice.

place to cook food and sleep. It is a window into the soul, a kaleidoscope into the
subconscious.
"The decorations in the apartment are a
reflection of our different personalities,"
Leiberman said. "Therefore the apartment
becomes personalized, rather than a faceless domicile. That, my friend, is special."
After Leiberman revealed his analysis of
decor, there was no choice but to delve
into his theory by looking around the
apartment. There are rows and rows of
empty beer and liquor bottles lined up in
the kitchen, a fluorescent Jim Beam sign
and beer posters.
"We're drinkers," Leiberman said.
He then pauses, as if any further revelations are to follow, before shaking his
head, and reaffirming his statement.
"Yeah, that's it. We're drinkers."
But there is more to Leiberman. He also
has a softer, sensitive side. He has a painting he purchased in Venice which he holds
near and dear to his heart. He speaks of it
tenderly, with the grace and sincerity of a
poet. "It was painted by an artist along
side the canals of Venice, picturing a gondola and surrounding edifices,"
Leiberman said.
Speaking of large buildings, junior Amy
Joseph lives across the street from
Rockingham Memorial Hospital in
University Towers on Mason Street.
The emergency room is roughly fifty
yards from Joseph's balcony-the piercing
screams of the ambulances wail nightly,
awakening her from slumber. "If it weren't
for the sirens, it would be perfect," Jospeh
says.
Joseph's apartment is filled with various
plants which add to its ambiance. The
front balcony is lush and exotic, an ideal
place to escape to when the pressures of
school and work pile up. Then, of course,
you realize you're fifty yards from the

emergency room. Inside, the interior is
highly sophisticated, yet simple, with
plush 70/s era furniture and mixed-media
art.
Finally, far from the hustle and bustle of
campus and civilization, just off High
Street, and up a dirt driveway, lies the Beat
House. The backyard view is gritty: litterstrewn patches of dead grass surrounding
run-down warehouses, abandoned automobiles, and post-industrial angst.
It's rugged, real, and to senior Aaron
Carlson and three roommates, it's home.
Carlson feels mat his house might need a
facelift. "I don't know. If s just a mess," he
said. "But my room's nice."
There is a mountain of dirty dishes, a
landfill of unwashed laundry and overall
atmosphere of pestilence and strife in the
house. Carlson and his roommate, Brian
Lipps, tried to remedy that.
"We have a situation. Brian and I tried
to do dishes and it took a half-an-hour to
do one side of the sink, so we got to the
bottom, and there was this green gunk and
it smelled so bad, so we poured vermouth
on it," Carlson said. "It still smells."
Carlson and his roommates actually decorate their house. "We put up rock
posters," Carlson said.
The Beat House is so charming because
of the quirky and imaginative things that
aren't guaranteed on campus.
"Outside, there's this guy who's
between houses and he sleeps in our backyard sometimes. That's Rick," Carlson
said. "And Waldo sleeps in the Mercedes
Benz behind our house. Once the cops
came and locked him out of his car, [but]
he got back in."
From the back-road dwelling of the
Beat House to the Olde Mill apartment
with liquor bottles and an artistic touch
from Venice, JMU students have definitely
given personality to their habitations.
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New Expanded Buffets
ALL-U-CAN-EAT BUFFETS
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Lunch Mon.-Fri. 11:30-2:30 p.m. $4.50
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EVENING BUFFETS
Mon.,Thurs. 5:30-9:00 p.m. $6.95

[ \ 1111'

PRIME RIB BUFFET

HI II

Wed. nite 5:30-9:00 p.m. $9.95

CRAB LEGS & STEAM SHRIMP BUFFET
Tues., Fri. & Sat.

5:00-'til $11.95

V
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SUNDAY BRUNCH
Noon-8:00 p.m. $6.95

All legal beverages

Don't forget YEE'S PLACE
Delivers to YOUR PLACE!

S—

I AMOS
From the Choirgirl Hotel $12.99
■arf*r*

"cARRY-OUTor DELIVERY ONLY
CARRY-OUT or DELIVERY ONLY
1 General Tso Chicken or Crispy Chicken
2 General Tso Chicken or Crispy Chicken
and
or
1 FRIED RICE or LO MEIN
I |
ONE OF EACH
|
(excludes LOBSTER or COMBINATION) .
°n|y
only $10.95
$1150
EXP. Oct. 15,1998
EXP. Oct. 15,1998
Mention coupon when calling order.
I Not to be used witnany other coupon or special. I

I

Mention coupon when calling order.
Not lobe used with any other coupon or special. |

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

NVR, Inc.
NVHoines

In Kroger Shopping Center
1790-96 E. Market Street
Mon.-Sat. 10-9, Sun. 12-6 • 434-9999
http://www.plan9music.com

Ryan Homes

NVR Mortgage

Management Trainee:
•

\V\V\V.IV(lHh0t1K'Sll\ I .coltl

•

j
GUILD YCUD fU1UCE
WITH NYL* INC

•
•

•

At our SOCIAL

•

An entry-level managerial position
overseeing the entire building process
of millions of dollars worth of homes.
Responsibilities of construction
consulting, quality control, customer
relations and budget management.
Enjoy working outdoors
12-18 months Corporate Training
Program involving technical and
managerial skills
Enjoy the satisfaction of completing the
construction of an entire community of homes.
Advancement to upper management

on Thursday, September 24
at 7 PM in Sonner Hall
Sales/Marketing :

G
NVR, Inc. is one of the largest homebuildcrs and financial servics companies in (lie nation with revenues
exceeding SI biilion annually with almost 3.000 employees making the American dream come true for
hundreds of thousands of families since 1<M8. We have operations in major cities along the East Coast from
New York to South Carolina and Tennessee. As one of the nation's largest homebuilders. we are in a
position to offer you an excellent career opportunity. There is a wealth of opportunity for career growth with
the company, as evidenced by the fact that 90 % of our managers have been promoted from within.

•
•
•
•

•
•

A 3-6 month Corporate Training Program
Advancement to Sales Representative
An earning potential of $60K +
Responsibilities of demonstrating model
home, mortgage qualification and contract
negotiations
Outstanding incentive program including
company paid vacations
Advancement opportunities to upper
management.
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'Urban Legend' poses realistic tale
Anonymous
PRNewswire
In the current film "Urban Legend," Robert Englund
(Freddie Krueger of Nightmare on Elm Street fame) plays
Wexler, a college professor who teaches a class called
"Intro to American Folklore." On the syllabus: a discussion of those sometimes funny, sometimes frightening
contemporary folktales known as urban legends, which
are given a scholarly spin when they are studied in the
context of the culture that spawned them and the people
who believe them.
During one class, Wexler describes the popular legend
about the babysitter who receives menacing phone calls
about the children under her care, then traces the calk to
the upstairs bedroom. "It is an urban legend," he
explains, "contemporary folklore passed on as a true
story."
There are variations of this one dating back to the '60s.
All of them containing the same cultural admonition:
young women, mind your children or harm will come
your way."
Englund's character isn't merely celluloid fiction.
Professor Peter Tokovsky teaches a course similar to the
one described in the movie as part of his Folklore and
Mythology curriculum at UCLA. Although he says he'd
like to have the two-room, wood-paneled office his screen
counterpart has, "I teach basically the same class that
Wexler taught, and I spend usually about a week in the
quarter talking about legends as a contemporary, very
current form of American folklore."
Tokovsky says he's never done an in-class experiment
like the one Wexler performs in the movie, which demonstrates the notorious "Mikey" legend. Mikey, the kid who
"eats everything" in the Life cereal commercials, allegedly

died when his stomach imploded after ingesting Pop
Rocks and Pepsi. (This legend — in its many bizarre forms
— was declared false by the interne-based Urban
Legends Reference Pages © 1995-1998 by Barbara and
DavidMi)ftelsonhttp://wuw.snopes.com/honorsfr
ocks.htm).
"I discuss a lot of these legends with the students, and
we talk about some of the versions that the students
know," explains the professor.
"It's actually almost a secondary question whether a
legend is true or not. Since they clearly do exist and people
find them worthy of repeating, my question is, 'What's the
appeal of these things to people?' I don't think the ultimate truth or verification of them is what makes them
appealing.
Along the lines of what Wexler said in the movie, I
think that they're telling us about our culture. What are
we saying about ourselves when we tell them? Most of
these stories, after you scrutinize the details of the text,
turn out not to be viable. But I don't see that as my job —
you can debunk it all you want, the story's still out there."
Professor Tokovsky says that at any given moment he
knows what legends are current within the last year. In
the academic atmosphere of his lecture hall, these tall tales
and bits of macabre mythology areexamined according to
some very stringent principles. 'To me, a legend is very
simply a story thaf s told as true and set in the recent past.
As they become part of folklore, they take on these variations."
"In my experience," says the Tokovsky, "the most
widely known legend in the U.S. — even though it is well
past its peak — is one that is not in the movie and that
involves certain famous personalities having problems
with certain rodents."
Norine Dresser, though retired from the American
Studies faculty at Cal State L.A., remains quite active in

the world of Folklore studies. The author of American
Vampires, she has written numerous articles in the academic press, among them "The Case of the Missing Gerbil"
[Western Folklore, vol. 53, no. 3, July '94, pp. 229-242], in
which she methodically puts to rest any claims that the
story is true. She also proposes a number of reasons why
the public is so fascinated with this legend, which
ridicules a movie actor whose reputation is based largely
on his sex appeal to women.
Tokovsky cites another legend from the movie that
was originally seen by anthropologists as an expression of
racist fear. The High-Beams Car Chase is described in a
book by Patricia Turner called / Heard it Through the
Grapevine, which examines legend and rumor in AfricanAmerican communities. The story first manifested itself
during the L.A. riots, when racial tensions were high and
some whites feared venturing into black neighborhoods.
Roving black "gangstas" would drive around without
their headlights on, and when an oncoming car would
flash its lights to alert them of the fact, the gangsta mobile
would hang a U-turn and follow the car, tailgating it mercilessly until it either sustained damage, had an accident
or somehow escaped. The movie version of this story has
homogenized it, removing the racism angle.
A number of legends have flourished via computer.
There is a lively discussion on the "Snopes" site [The URL
for this page in the Urban Legends Reference Pages is
http://unuw.snopes.com/spoons/faxlore/billgate.htm © 19951998 by Barbara and David P. Mikkelson; Don Crabb]
about a chain letter that Gates supposedly sent out guaranteeing everybody who wrote him a reward of $1,000 for
helping him test new software containing EEVP, or
'embedded executable virus program.'
Of course, if you're still waiting for a check in the mail
from Bill Gates, you've probably taken this Urban
Legends thing too far.

TALENT
It's that time again...
• UPB is looking for the most talented singers, dancers, DJs, magicians, bands, comedians &
performing artists on the JMU campus.
UNIVERSITY PBOGRAM BOAHD
•Talent Jam '98 will, once again, rock Wilson Hall
on Thurs., October 15 as part of this year's
X-treme Homecoming festivities.
•To audition for Talent Jam '98 please stop by the
UPB office (Taylor 233) and reauest an application
(due by 5 p.m. on Sept. 21,1998).
JAMBI
M AI I 11 *
UIITEHITI
• You will be expected to submit an audiocassette, CD, video or other type of recordable media for evaluation.
• Those excluded from competing in Talent Jam '98 include any officially recognized JMU clubs, organizations or
ensembles.
• Any competing individual or group must have and/or be a full-time student currently enrolled at JMU.

QUESTIONS? Call x7824 or x 6217
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A SMASHING good time in the valley
Jacob Wascalus details various aspects of a typical American demolition derby
PHOTOS BY JENNIFER BAKER, SENIOR PHOTOGRAPHER AND

Scores of families climb metal
bleachers at the Rockingham
County Fairgrounds, awaiting
an afternoon of entertainment.
Children listlessly run around in
circles, spilling sodas and staining their T-shirts with ketchup from their
hot dogs and hamburgers. Adults sit in
groups under the sun as sweat beads
appear on their foreheads. The heat is a
minor distraction for the people here who
are anticipating being witness to one of
the most pointless, yet exhilarating displays of human indulgence.
It is the excitement that draws them
here. And it is the excitement that drives
their auto-erotic fantasies of cars colliding
with one another. So fire up your engines.
The crowd is ready to appease its destructive nature. A demolition derby is about to
begin.

T^F OBIECTIVE
Hose Company Number Four, the volunteer fire department serving the area
surrounding Harrisonburg, has hosted an
annual demolition derby for five consecutive years as a fund-raiser. Profits from
this year's derby will help fund a newly
purchased firetruck.
David Harrison, president of the fire
company and coordinator of the derby,
hopes charging $5 a ticket and selling concessions, will raise enough funds to help
make a payment on their new $285,000
purchase.
"If everything goes as planned, we can

ALEX VESSELS, STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

combine the profits from this derby with
our other fund-raisers, phone drives and
barbecues," says Harrison. "Hopefully, if
everything runs smoothly, people will
have fun, and we'll make a profit."

THE RULES
The rules of the demolition derby are
fairly simple. All cars entered in the competition split into four separate groups,
usually ranging from 12 to 15 cars. Each
group battles each other in heats. After
smashing with each other, the three cars of
each heat that remain intact compete in a
final where the last running car is declared

the winner.
First place prize is a purse of $500,
while winners of each heat receive a troph>

THE CARS
The Hose Company Number Four's Official

Rule Guide specifies what type of car may
be used: "(An] American made, hardtop
automobile, or station wagon is allowed.
No trucks, convertibles, jeeps, hearses or
limousines are allowed."
Indeed, it is only appropriate that
American cars be used for this "American
sport." No BMWs, Mercedes-Benzes,

Saabs, Volvos, Volkswagens, Toyotas or
Mitsubishis, will ever get their chance to
wreck havoc in a derby. It is very much a
particular rule for a particular hobby, but
one that nevertheless has a reason.
Jonathan Harrison, a volunteer for
Hose Co. #4, explains the American cars
only rule. "That rule's been in there for
years, and in all likelihood it probably has
to do with patriotism and pride," he says.
Whatever the reasoning, the cars
entered in the derby are jalopies with
paint on them. All have their windows
knocked out, their trunk, hood and doors
welded shut, and their batteries and gas
tanks inside the cab. Special reinforcements outside the car's body are prohibited (i.e. adding metal to the trunk, attaching hitches, etc.), except when securing the
driver's door. No altered suspensions or
full body welds are allowed.
All but a few cars are painted, allowing
drivers to express themselves. Cars are
painted with slogans such as: "It's Gonna
Hurt," "Captain Crunch," "Austin 3:16,"
"Eat Dirt," "Bad Ride," "Hard Times,"
"Rump Shaker," "Hammer Time," "The
Smasher," "My Mom's Cool," "Flaming
Yorker," and "Mud Pig Patrol."
The graffiti, along with the general
decorating style of the paint job, entertains many fans by itself. One car displays a mailbox on its hood. Another has a
middle finger spray painted under the
trunk where continual collision with other
cars has bent it upwards. One car even has
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an emergency light on its roof. These cars
and the few that still have their original
paint jobs, combine with the remaining
entries to form a mess of metal, paint and
rust. Perfect cars for a perfect American
demolition derby.
THF BATTLEFIELD
A pit approximately 150 feet by 30 feet
serves as battlefield for the derby. Cars
line up opposite each other (their fronts
facing out, their trunks closest) and prepare for destruction by driving around in
circles and hitting each other.
The announcer counts down from five
to mark the start of each heat, which last
on average 15 minutes. The end of a heat
is reached when officials see that only
three cars remain. Drivers signal their
elimination by pulling down a wooden
stick attached to their cars.
Steve Quick, a veteran derby competitor, employs a strategy when driving. "I
usually try to keep my front-end clear and
avoid hitting drivers' side doors," he says.
Quick explains that hitting with the trunk
of a car is the most effective way to disable
a competitor's car, and that protecting
your own the engine is a priority.
Sixteen-year-old "Dirty" Paul Joseph,
Harrisonburg derby competitor, says drivers often feel tension among each other.
"Sometimes you get stares and people will
be trash talking," he says. "And sometimes
people will single you out when driving,
even though you're not supposed to do
that."
"If you are 'sand-bagging' (when drivers avoid action and only hit competitors
lightly), people will get pissed off because
you aren't trying hard enough, like they
are," Joseph adds.
Just as the actual mud pit is the battlefield for competitors, the bleachers are also
grounds for fights. Because of the brutal
nature of the sport, families and friends of
competitors often quarrel with each other.
A front view of the bleachers from a
distant point reveals a sea of screaming,
yelling, complaining, swearing, taunting
and arguing watchers. Although much fun
is incited while watching a car build
momentum and crash into another, the
"oohs" and "aahs" of excitement fall silent
when complaining begins.
"Last year I saw two wives fight,"
Quick says. "I guess they got all worked
up watching their husbands collide with
each other." Apparently, one of the husbands was sand-bagging. Consequently
another was eliminated. The wife of the
eliminated one started swearing at the
sand-bagging husband. The wife of the
sand-bagger yelled back, and they then
proceeded to fight, according to Quick.
On another occasion, some of Joseph's
family members had to be contained:
"Some officials had to hold back my mom
and my aunt. They got mad when people
started talking trash. Luckily, nothing bad
happened," he says.
THE FANS
Because all of the competitors are from
Harrisonburg and surrounding towns, it is
appropriate that the crowd consist of
mostly local residents. People ranging in
age — from infants to elders to adolescents
to adults — can be found watching in awe
as people they might know crash into one
another.
Yet the locals are not alone in enjoy»

i

»

ing the derby. A group of JMU students
sit in the corner of the bleachers, cheering
the cars they find most appealing, either
the most extravagantly decorated or the
most minimally decorated.
Senior Jenn Schero found the scene
intriguing. "I was thoroughly captivated
by watching grown men and women bond
and act out their bumper-car fantasies,"
she says. "It's strange that in such a stupid
and primitive action, people can find
entertainment."
Senior Gregg Damanti, admits he is one
of those people. "The first time I went to a
derby I wanted to enter my old car. I wanted to destroy it. I wanted to demolish it
and other cars," he says. Damanti jokingly
believes having a student demolition
derby during finals week would be a good
method of relieving pressure. "Just watching one releases my stress, so I think actually competing in one would be relieving."
After four hours of recklessness and
destruction, the prospect of driving home
is bleak for senior Karen Wheatley. "It'll be
tough to drive home after this," she
explains. "I'm going to want to swerve
into other cars. This derby has brought out
the savage in me."

THE AFTERMATH

A post-apocalyptic scene spills forth as
the bodies of smashed automobiles lay
strewn on the battlefield mud pit. Charred
hoods, where engine fires ignited, steadily
release smoke. Scattered trails of bumpers,
tires and other random car parts find
themselves surrounding cars caked with
mud and grime. These toys of destruction
are no longer discernible, nor are they
worth anything.
"I hope people had a good time,"
David Harrison says.
People line up and file out of the grandstand. The energy, the adrenaline, any feeling associated with the rush of smashing
objects can be found at a demolition
derby.
"Come back in the Spring when we
have another," he says. Many people nod
and smile. A day well spent — they are
leaving having satisfied their primitive
desire for destruction.

1

(clockwise from top left) Two cars smash Into each other at the Hose Company
Number Four demolition derby held Saturday at the Harrisonburg Fairgrounds, (top
right) A derby car crashes over the boundaries of the -battlefield." (center right) The
grandstand crowd watches the contest, (bottom right) Drivers watch the competition
while waiting for their heats to begin, (bottom left) Derby-goers get a good view.
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If you don't stop someone from driving drunk, who will? Do whatever it takes.
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SPORTS
Lady Dukes look to shed light on homestand
by Keith Feigenbaum
senior writer
"If you put up lights, they will
come"— not quite the same
refrain as that made famous by
Kevin Costner in "Field of
Dreams," but, as the JMU men's
soccer team can attest, drawing a
record home crowd of 1,937 to
their home opener, a valid point.
When JMU's women's soccer
team opens its home schedule on
Friday night against George
Washington University in the
JMU/Sheraton Four Points Hotel
Invitational, the Dukes hope the
new lights can again work their
magic in drawing fan support.
"It's a tremendous boost for
soccer in this community," JMU
head coach David Lombardo
said. "We're hoping to make it a
family event, as well as to have
the JMU students come to this
side of campus as something to
do after classes other than take a
nap."
The 2-2 Dukes enter the twoday invitational having won their
past two matches against Boston
College and Boston University,
respectively. The momentum
from these wins, coupled with
the natural excitement of a home

opener after two weeks on the
road should prove ample motivation for the Dukes. The lights
could create the big-time atmosphere previously unknown to
Reservoir Street.
"I think it's going to be a lot
more exciting [Friday night] and
we're going to get a lot more
fans," senior co-captain Christine
Stouden said. "For some reason,
playing at night is much more
fun than playing during the
day."
Lombardo concurred, saying
"[Playing under the lights] makes
it special for our players. It feels
like a theatrical event. It's showtime, the lights are on and we get
a little more excited."
Fortunately for the Dukes,
they can experience this excitement often this season, with six
of theix nine home matches
scheduled to be played under the
lights.
Despite all the positives of
night games, one possible road
block associated with lights and
night time athletics is visibility.
But at the Reservoir Street Fields
this is hardly an issue, according
to senior goalie Beth Manghi.
"I love night games," Manghi
said, "[playing at night] gives
you a little extra charge. And we

ROBERT NATT/contributing photographer

Sophomore midfielder Beth Burgess races for the ball during the Dukes' practice session. JMU is
gearing up for its first home game of the season against George Washington University Friday.

have great visibility. Our lights
are better than [those] at a lot of
stadiums. They're better than
[The University of Virginia's] or
[The University of Richmond's]."
Adding to the allure of a

Toxfie id (Racing

home game for JMU is the tough
nature of its previous four games
— all of which could qualify as a
struggle, regardless of the outcomes.
In its opener with UVa., JMU

lost a heartbreaker on a Cavaliers
header with nine-seconds
remaining in overtime. This was
followed by a 2-1 defeat to the
see LIGHTS page 29

Oil change in 10 minutes or less!

in Charlottesville

September 27, 1998
Tickets on sale at
The University Outpost
on Port Republic Road

i fratfi
rr- —

5% Off Drive-thru,
no hassle, oil change*
w/ JAC card

We feature a touchless automatic car wash
and 4 self-service bays ALL with warm water,
SPOT FREE rinse and heated floors.
Behind Valley Mall next to
MIDAS on Deyerle Avenue, just
off University Boulevard.

(540) 564-2625
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C A R E E R
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OPPORTUNITIES
1998
J O R S
ISA
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 24,1998

1-5pm

CONVOCATION CENTER

The following employers will be available for information on career/full-time positions and summer jobs and internships.
This is a wonderful opportunity for students of all majors and class levels to meet employers and gain valuable career information.
Aerotek, Inc

Dept. of the Navy Career Management Site
DMG Securities, Inc.

Aerotek, Inc - Corporate
Amateva Technologies, Inc.
American Express Financial Advisors *
American Management Systems
American Woodmark Corporation *

Don Richard Associates
Echlochem, Inc. *
Eddie Bauer
EG&G

KPMG - Information Risk Management
KPMG - Consumer Assets Consulting Practice
Kroger
Lens Crafters
Litton Marine Systems
Lockheed Martin Management & Data Systems

Qwest
Renaissance Worldwide. Inc
RWD Technologies. Inc.
SAS Institute
Science Applications International Corporation
Sears. Roebuck and Company

Ames Department Stores, Inc.
Andersen Consulting
Arthur Andersen

Electronic Data Systems
Electronics Boutique
Enterprise Rent A Car *

Lowe's Home Centers, Inc. *
Lynchburg Police Department
Marconi

ASM Research Inc.
AT&T*

ERA Teachers. Inc
Ernst & Young, LLP

Marriott International - Information Resources
Marriott International - Lodging

Auditor of Public Accountants *
Beers & Cutler, PLLC

Fannie Mae
Fastenal Company
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission *

Maxim Group

Sprint-Technology Services *
Standard Register *

Maxim Healthcare Services, Inc.
Met Life *

State Corporation Commission

Ferguson Enterprise, Inc.
First Virginia Bank

Microsoft Corporation
MicroStrategy, Inc.

Booz, Allen & Hamilton Inc.
BTI*

Freddie Mac
Geico Direct

Modem Woodmen of America *
National Security Agency

Burlington Industries
Business Impact Systems *
CACI

Giant Food Stores

NationsBank *

GTE Service Corporation *
Hechfs Company/May Company

Naval Air Systems Command Headquarters, Contracts
Naval Surface Warfare Center. Dahlgren Division *
Navy Recruiting District Richmond *
NCCI

Bell Atlantic - Telecom Group Systems
Black Magic Technologies *
Bon-Ton, Inc.

Cambridge Associates
Capital One
Capital One
Carmax
CarrAmerica *
Cemer Corporation
Chesterfield County Police Department
Circuit City Store, Inc. *
Circuit City Store, Inc. - Finance *
CMDS'
CMS Information Services Inc. *
Computer Science Corporation
Consolidated Electrical Dist, Inc. *

Hemdon Police
High Performance Technologies, Inc. *
IBM*

New Dominion School *

ICF Kaiser International Inc.
Information Concepts, Inc.

Northern Reflections

INROADS/Richmond, Inc. *
Inter-National Research Institute (INRI) *
iXL-Richmond

Northwestern Mutual Life - Richmond
Office Depot, Inc. *

JCPenney *
John Hancock
Keller Bruner & Company, P.C. *
Kids "R" Us *
Kids "R" Us/Babies "R" Us *
Kohl's Department Store *

Northwestern Mutual Life - McLean

Olde Discount Corporation
Onsite Companies
Peace Corps
Perdue Farms, Inc.
Perspective Technology Corporation
Philip Morris USA *

Consultec, Inc. *
CVS/Pharmacy
DeJarnette Center

KPMG - Assurance Services/Public Sector

Pitney Bowes Office Systems Division *
Platinum Technology

Deloitte & Touche

KPMG - Tax Services

PricewaterhouseCoopers

KPMG - Assurance

PIRG-Public Interest Research Group *

Sherwin-Williams Company *
SNL Securities
Sodexho Marriott Services
Southern States Cooperative Inc. *

State Farm Insurance Companies *
Suffolk Police Department
Techmatics, Inc.
TEKsystems
Thomas Havey LLP
Toys "R" Us *
TRW Systems and Information Technology
United States Air Force *
United States Marine Corps *
Valley Health System *
Virginia Asset Management *
Virginia Press Association *
VTLS. Inc
Wachovia Corporation *
Wallace Computer Services. Inc. *
Wal-Mart Stores. Inc
Watson Wyatt Worldwide
Waynesboro Police Department
Whelan Barsky and Graham
William M. Mercer. Incorporated
Yount, Hyde and Barbour, P.C.

Denotes an organization that will be holding interviews
on Friday September 25
At the Convocation Center from
Sign-up with employers on Thursday

IWast for the 24th Looks Great!
Start Your J:4 and Internship Search Now!
Prefessisnal Dress is Strong!/ Encouraged - Bui No?
Bring Plenty of Copies of Your Resume

L

Sponsored by Academic Advising and Career Development
Stop by Wilson 301 for more information
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Dukes on rollercoaster
AH iI /-^n
IMU
is. JMU
IMU is 0-0
0-fl in the
thp A-10.
A-1D As senior
coni.
All
can cav
say ia
is thank God for JMU
fact is,
fireworks and the Marching Royal Dukes.
free safety Tony Booth said, "Hofstra and
That combination made sitting through the
Maryland aren't in our division so we can
entire nearly four hour JMU football home
still win our division. We need to find out
opener worth it. With fireworks going off who wants to stay on this rollercoaster ride
overhead, the MRD's put on an with us."
If anyone thinks about getting off just
exceptional show.
I'm sorry, I enjoy football, and I enjoy
yet, you've got some problems. The Dukes
going to games at Bridgeforth Stadium. I
need to keep getting the ball in the hands
enjoyed running around the field in
of Lindsay Fleshman and Payton. When
various stages of undress freshman year they touch the ball, those guys are electric,
with that other girl and then . well, the
Speaking of electricity, that gets me
point is, I enjoy JMU football games.
thinking about this. Sammy Sosa. That guy
That said, ^^BaaBBBB^B^BBaBBBBBBBBBBBBB^B^^BBBBHBaaaBBa^_^^__^_ is electric,
Sammy, you
the Dukes' 37are the man
24 loss to
wherever
Hofstra
became a chore
you want to
be.
toward the end
Personally,
there. A total
of 35 penalties
what Sammy
— Seth Burton
from
both
and Mark
teams will do
mean to me
that to a game. As the first quarter clocked
is more hours in the slow-pitch softball
in at just over an hour, I found myself area at the batting cages getting ready for
starting to hum "My Heart Will Go On."
the spring intramural softball season. I
However, JMU fans probably don't want to hit bombs. Anyone who has seen
have to start worrying about the Dukes
me hit knows I need to do some work in
that
department (some work in the upperjust yet.
I know JMU is 0-2 with nationally- body strength department might help too),
ranked Villanova coming to town this but I want to hit bombs. I've already
weekend. I know that JMU tallied 68 yards
received my five-gallon barrel of andro,
running a week ago. But the Dukes have
(which is not a banned substance
the potential to be exciting. They do.-It's according to the JMU intramural
way too early to give up on this team yet
department) and I'm ready to go.
I mean, take away an Earnest Payton
So where will I be this weekend, with
fumble on what looked to be a sure
football everywhere this weekend? You bet,
touchdown run, and the Dukes would
you can find me at the batting cages.
have been off to a 14-0 lead. Ah well, the
Because I want to hit bombs. Big bombs.

Gimme a
Minute

KIM CANTOfUcontributing photographer

Taking Off!!!
Members of the men's cross-country take off down the straight away at
Bridgeforth Stadium during practice yesterday. The cross-country team Is
preparing for the Virginia Invitational which will be held Sept. 19.

O O'*'*'* AuNoar

rppu
WEEK
y ^ SEPT. 21-25
"*V
SWING DANCING
6:30-8:30 p.a.

OPEN MIC MIGHT
8-11 p.m.

Big Band Muaic and Lively
Footwork11

All Performers
Welcome I

miDAS
282 University Blvd.
_ Harrisonburg, VA
432-6623
Locally Owned and Operated

rod
Coffeehouse!
Will Be
Providing
Special
Discounts
All Week11

Chair Painting
^^ 1-3 p.«.
1st 13*cam paint TDU
chairs on the TDU
Hillside steps

* *L

lit cox, lat »*r»«
Arcada Token*. Spadaa and

The Madisoniani

BackeaeBoe Tourneva.

_ The Bygones .
m 9-10 p.a. M

Evening
An extremely talented tinting

Singing, Acouatlc gultara
and violin on TDD Staia.

i $ 17.951
] Full Service 1

Oil Change
! and Filter i

and dancing performance!

Poetry Reading
11 a.si.-l p.a.

WE FMTUItt /OMNVX*

Coae present your favorite poetry
1

in front of our lunchtiae crowdI

USEVfcUOUNC-

I

| Services Offered
1 • Exhaust & Muffler |
• Wheel Alignment
• Brakes
• Steering &
Suspension
• Tire Balance &
Rotation
1 • Shocks & Struts
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international
Week
qjj-25
Friday, September
J8
• Workshop: A Diversity Training Seminar
9 a.m. - 5 p.m., Taylor 400, 402, 404,405

Saturday. September
19
Event: International Festival -- "Celebrating Our Cultures"
J i

Noon - 6 p.m. Hillandale Park
• Lecture: "Racial Healing" -- 6 p.m. - 8 p.m., Phillips Hall

Monday, • September
21
Event: Flag Procession & Display --11 a.m. - 5 p.m., the commons
• Workshop: "Fulbright Scholar Program" --4-7 p.m., Taylor 306
• Presentation: "Peace Corps: Opportunities" - 6 - 9 p.m., Taylor 404

Tuesday, September 22

• Performance: "Taming of the Shrew"
8 p.m., Blessed Sacrament Church, FREE

Wednesday, September 23

• Workshop: "International Opportunities for Faculty"
4 p.m., Taylor 402
• Lecture: "U.S.-China Relations: Problems and Prospects"
4:30 p.m., Burruss 44
• Event: International Culture Fair -7-9 p.m., PC Ballroom

Thursday, September 24:

• Event: Fall Study Abroad Fair ~ 11 a.m. - 4 p.m., PC Ballroom
• Workshop: "Financing Study Abroad" - 4 p.m., Taylor 404
• Event: International Buffet Night
Beginning at 5:30 p.m., D-Hall. Reservations required.
• Meeting: "Summer '99 in Guatemala" & "Summer '99 in Malta"
Interest Meeting - 6 p.m., CISAT Bldg. Room 348

Friday, September 25

• bvent: Innidad & Tobago steel drum band performance
12-3 p.m. on the commons
• Presentation: "Italy's Influence on Early America" & "Opportunities
in Italy'
v
1 p.m., Taylor 402

Saturday.
September 26
* Event: JMU World Cup Tournament

L

9 a.m. - 1 p.m., UREC Soccer Field, FREE
'eed more info? Visit the

International Week website at WWW.jmu.edu/intl-ed/internationalweek/
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S
mat part." Earnest Pay ton took a reverse
and another carry for 24 yards.

VIHanoyav».JMUPuh<»
GamerVillanova at JMU, Sept 19,3 pjn.
Bridgeforth Stadium

INJURY REPORT: Timm Carper is out
two weeks with broken bones in his
thumb. Marcus Griffin is still sidelined
with an ankle injury, while Benny Griffin
is out with hamstring problems.
Offensive tackle Andy Bonham is out for
the season with a knee injury. Junior
offensive lineman Murray Douglas will
likely miss the 1998 season with knee
problems. Freshman defensive end
Hannabal McFarland is out indefinitely
after ACL surgery.

Dukes Notes:
RECORD MAKING AND THE RECORD
BREAKING: Junior quarterback Greg
Maddox set a school single game-record last
Saturday as he passed for 388 yards against the
Flying Dutchmen. Maddox broke Eriq
Williams' JMU record of 348 passing yards set SCOUTING REPORT: It could be a
in 1991. Maddox was 26-47.
tough road ahead for the Dukes. The
Wildcats come in after narrowly beating
RUNNING ON EMPTY: JMU totaled 68 the University of Delaware in overtime.
rushing yards Saturday. After a stellar opener, Quarterback Chris Boden completed a
junior Curtis Keaton was held to 10 yards on team-record 40 of 61 passes for 422
14 carries. "He just needs to get the thing going yards. Tailback Brian Westbrook
norm and south," JMU head coach Alex Wood finished with 310 all-purpose yards,
said. Sophomore tailback Dervin Joyce totaled including the game-winning toucdown.
32 yards on eight carries and saw the majority JMU will need to pressure Boden, while
of snaps in the second half, especially on not getting burned deep. If JMU can
passing plays. "[Delvin] has more experience," establish the run the Dukes may be able
Wood said. "Whether he is a better receiver to pull out a win. Of course, JMU will
remains to be seen, we have to play more need to cut back in penalties and
games. Curtis is still getting comfortable with
turnovers. Mistakes will kill against'Nova.

Atlantic 10
1998 Statistics
Passing

Stafford. UC
Cook,WM
Vallett,NU

Standings
New England Division

Maine
Massachusetts
Connecticut
Rhode Island
New Hampshire

A-10 Overall PF PA
1-0
1-0
0-0
0-1
0-2

2-0-0
1-1-0
1-0-0
0-1-0
0-2-0

82
52
45
13
31

MW-Atlantlc Division

A-1Q
Northeastern
1-0
Villanova
1-0
William & Mary 1-0
James Madison 00
Delaware
0-1
Richmond
0-1

Q C-A Ptt. Yds. TP
116-25
2 35-46
216-27

64.0 327 3
76.1 485
59.3 231
Bankhead,UM2 52-88 59.1 646
Nagy.UD
219-31 61.3 283
Fein, UM
2 33-60 55.0 425

41
0
50 Bushing.
35 Chandler, UC
21 Azumah, UNH
62 Cummings, UD
Shipp, UM
Ali, WM
Christopher, UM 2

Att. Yds, Avg. TP YPQ
23
38
22
38
32

124
188
172
172
163

5.4
4.9
7.8
4.5
5.1

2
3
3
0
1

28

158

5.6

2

flivo flazz"

Last Week's Results

Saturday's scrwdute

Villanova 34, Delaware 31 (OT)
Northeastern 41, Lafayette 7
William & Mary 49, Virginia Military 0
Massachusetts 22, Richmond 17
Hofstra 37, James Madison 24
Maine 52, New Hampshire 28

Villanova at James Madison 3:00
Richmond at Rhode Island 12.00
East Stroudsburg at New Hampshire 12:30
Maine at Connecticut 1.00
Northeastern at William & Mary 1:00
West Chester at Delaware 1:00

YAMAHA

TRY THE RAZZ SCOOTER.

Hmywiiiit ckup Prin Cirieri was si
timrtd with nun at MUNCH, li iltu aaltitf
■ ■til tki 1SH rani la "liicint" lia ippuiiis.

No TAqs.
/

No

TITIE.

No INSURANCE.

No PROWEM.
Early's Cycle Center, Inc.
VIRGINIA'S LEADING YAMAHA DEALER

1921 South High St.
Harrisonburg.VA 22801
540-433-2585

124.0
94.0
86.0
86.0
81.5
79.0

Overall PF PA Receiving Q Rapt. Yds. AvfcTP YPQ
2-fr0
51 10 Fitzsimmons, UC1
7
142
20.3 1 142.0
1-1-0
75 79 OConner, UM 2
17.4 4 130.5
15
261
2-0-0
70 13 Bond, VC
25.6 2 128.0
1
5
128
0-2-0
39 60
16.8 1 109.0
UD
2
13
218
1-1-0
64 64 Conti,
Westbrook, VU 2
22
9.5 2 105.0
210
0-2-0
23 29 Klemic. NU 2
20.9 2 104.5
10
209

MAIHICF.S

YAMAHA

Int. Rtg

0 213.5
0 200.5
0 180.0
1 144.7
1 142.2
1 138.8

15% Iff IITI CILIESE STIIEIT II Clll.
ffallar mil
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MANAGEMENT
CONSULTING
OPPORTUNITIES

ERNST & YOUNG
CAMPUS

They're in touch, in transit and in demand . . . on-site, on-line and on-the-move . . . improving
businesses, envisioning future technologies and driving change . . . thinking outside the box,
designing solutions and delivering value to customers.

James Madison University

They're Ernst & Young management consultants, and they're going places — making a global
impact in one of the most dynamic fields of the 90's and beyond.

Information Session 9/23
Sooner Reception Room,
5:30 pm - 7:00 pm

As an Ernst & Young management consultant, you'll help companies from Fortune 1,000
giants to Silicon Valley start-ups explore new strategies, methods, markets and technologies
— long before others are even aware they exist.

MEET

WITH
O N

Opportunities 1998 Career Fair 9/24
Convocation Center,
8:30 am- 12:30 pm
On-Campus Interview Day 10/7

Of equal importance, while you're learning and achieving, we'll put all the strength of our industry-leading organization behind your own career development. With 13,000 consultants delivering ideas and solutions from 89 offices worldwide, we provide an unparalleled world of resources
and the opportunity to grow and learn with a proven leader in today's business.
Please forward your resume to: EY Careers, Dept. 10256, 113 Terrace Hall Avenue,
Burlington, MA 01803; Fax Toll Free to Dept. 10256: 1-877-4EY-JOBS; or E-mail:
dept.1O2560eycareers.com. Please be sure to indicate the department number on your
cover letter and resume for routing purposes. Please visit our web site at:
http://www.ey.com. No phone calls please.

s!l ERNST &YOUNGLLP
Ernst & Young LLP. an equal opponunuy employer, .dues <ht A**, of our uvrk force and A, knouitdge of our people
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Lights.

I'i iis

continued from page 23

University of Richmond — a
team which had been winless in
its previous four matches with
the Dukes.
Even JMU's two wins were
cause for heartburn, as the Dukes
came from behind on two occasions to defeat B.C., 3-2, and
needed two overtime periods to
finish off B.U., 2-1, behind sophomore Lisa Cioffi's breakaway
game-winner.
The obvious conclusion:
there's no place like home — a
field where the Dukes posted a
10-O-1 record in 1997.
"I think we're going to come
out so hard, it being our first
home game [against GWU]," said
Stouden, who may be held out of
this weekend's action with a hip
injury. 'Two weeks on the road is
really hard, so we're all happy to
be home for once."
Unlike the Dukes, GWU has
yet to get its season on track, with
a current record of 0-4. But, like
JMU, the Colonials played
national power UVa. into overtime, only to succumb, 5-4,
underscoring their propensity for
playing-up to the level of their
high-ranked opponents.
"They've [GWU] been giantkillers in past years," said
Lombardo, whose Dukes would
play the winner or loser of the
University of Kansas-Arizona
University game depending on

the outcome of their own match.
"They've been a team that's
always hung-around a few
games over .500. They're a talented club, but they're a little down
right now."
Game time for the JMU-GWU
matchup is 7:30 p.m., while
Kansas battles Arizona in the
opener at 5:30 p.m. The championship game will be played
Sunday at 2 p.m.

JMU Women's
Soccer
Home Opener
Friday 7:30 p.m.
vs. George Washington
University
Also Kansas vs. Arizona
at 5 p.m.

Upcoming
Schedule
Sunday
Consolation game noon
Championship game 2 p.m.

Tuesday
Virginia Tech 7 p.m.

Thursday, Sept- 17, 1998
NIL

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
TODAY
Seattle at Oakland 3:15
Boston at Baltimore 7:05
NY Yankees at Tampa Bay 7:05
Toronto at Detroit 7.-05
Minnesota at Cleveland 705
Kansas City at Chi. White Sox &05
Anaheim at Texas 805
NY Mets at Houston 235
Chi. Cubs at San Diego 5:05
Atlanta at Arizona 10:05

SATURDAY(continued)
Oakland at Texas 805
Seattle at Anaheim 10O5
Florida at NY Mets TBA
Cincinnati at Chi. Cubs 405
Los Angeles at San Francisco 4:05
Montreal at Philadelphia 705
Houston at Pittsburgh 705
St Louis at Milwaukee 805
Atlanta at Arizona 1005
Colorado at San Diego 1005

FRIDAY
Kansas City at Cleveland 705
Minnesota at Detroit 705
Toronto at Tampa Bay 705
NY Yankees at Baltimore 735
BostonatChi White Sox &05
Oakland at Texas 806
Seattle at Anaheim 1005
Cincinnati at Chi. Cubs 320
Montreal at Philadelphia 705
Houston at Pittsburgh 705
Florida at NY Mets 7:40
St Louis at Milwaukee 805
Atlanta at Arizona 1005
Colorado at San Diego 1005
Los Angeles at San Francisco 1035

SUNDAY
Kansas City at Cleveland 105
Minnesota at Detroit 105
Toronto at Tampa Bay 135
Boston at Chi White Sox 205
Oakland at Texas 305
NY Yankees at Baltimore 805
Seattle at Anaheim 8:05
Montreal at Philadelphia 135
Houston at Pittsburgh 135
Florida at NY Mets 1:40
St Louis at Milwaukee 205
Cincinnati at Chi. Cubs 120
Colorado at San Diego 405
Los Angeles at San Francisco 405
Atlanta at Arizona 905

SATURDAY
Kansas CSty at Cleveland 105
Minnesota at Detroit 105
Toronto at Tampa Bay 6:35
Boston at Chi. White Sox 7:05
NY Yankees at Baltimore 705

WILSON UNIVERSITY ROTC PRou

"^OWOVHNG SCHOLARS^*

WEEK IN

*

SUNDAY
Indianapolis at NY Jets 100
Pittsburgh at Miami 1O0
Tennessee at New England 1O0
San Diego at Kansas City 1O0
Green Bay at Cincinnati 1O0
Detroit at Minnesota 1:00
St. Louis at Buffalo 100
Washington at Seattle 4:05
Chicago at Tampa Bay 405
Baltimore at Jacksonville 4:15
Denver at Oakland 4:15
Philadelphia at Arizona 8:20
MONDAY
Dallas at NY Giants 8:20

MLS
THURSDAY
Kansas City at Chicago 8:30
SATURDAY
Tampa Bay at New England 730
Miami at DC 730
SUNDAY
Colorado at Columbus 3:00
San Jose at Los Angeles 300
Dallas at Kansas City 300

Ml B WILDCARD RACKS
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Boston 84-45 564
Toronto 81-70
536
4
Texas
80-70 533 45

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Chicago
85-67 .559
NewYork
85-68 553
5
SanFrancisco 80-71 530 45

Through Tuesday

.

.

Did you know?
is also a great place for FOOD?
Our specialty - oversized subs and sandwiches made to order.
Students - Present your JAC card & buy one sub or sandwich
and receive the 2nd one at half price!
Offer good any time - day or night!
Mainsircct Bar & Grill is perfectly located at 153 South Main St. in Downtown Harrisonburg.

fATHE
coatee.

T'hesefine men and women have risen to the
haffenge of serving their country white having
their education-paidfor. (ROT>C schoiarships cover
the cost of tuition, hooks, and a cash stipend of
$150yer month. Vyon graduation they wi((he
commissioned officers in the US. 'Army, if you
are interested xn one of the most exciting careers
avaifahCe, contact Captain 'Mitts at x6094-

In Stock Models:
Air Max
Air Tailwind
Air Zela
Air Structure Triax
Air Max Triax
Air Zoom Ultra
Air Imara
AirArma > New Pegasus

Other Brands Include:
Adidas
Aslcs
New Balance
Saucony
Brooks

* We can also order any shoe not in stock
and have it in three days at no extra charge.

433-6323

10% off
M-F 10:00 - 5 JO
Sat 10:00 ■ 4:00
Sun. Closed

any shoe purchase
in September
w/JMULD.
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DAVE SAYS

"WELCOME SACK

STUDENTS!"
Have Fun Over the Summer?
Experiencing trouble making tough decisions?

Sort of wanna go out for a great full service
meal with your friends? Kind of sort of
wanna stay in and have delicious food
delivered at almost any hour?
^MVELL,

lOacre i —fauzxna is, tns anuxrsx to
uotn ausitioni!
Delivery, Eat-In or Take-Oat

l)avo*s Tavern a Howntoun
>1OIMI;I\

- Saturday

Serving unbeatable Pizzas, Pasta, Gyros and Subs. All
prepared daily using the freshest ingredients.

Open Noon to 3:00\*l
Seven llavs A Week
Serving unbeatable Pizzas, Pasta, Gyros and Subs. All
prepared daily using the freshest ingredients.

i/>c»ted DoWni

Comer of w^no0^
564^* **

Buy Any Menu Item and Get A Second Item of
Equal or Lesser Value

Buy Any Two Menu Items and Get Third Item of Equal
or Lesser Value

t txiLtL(Least expensive item is complimentary)
Dine-In Only. Please present coupon when ordering.
Dave's Taverna Downtown 564-1487 Exp. October 15, 1998

FREE
Least expensive item is complimentary. Please present coupon when ordering.
Dave's Taverna Eipress 801 -TOGO (8646) Exp. October 15,1998

Daves Taverna "The best food & beverage for loose change left over after buying this semester's books"
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Guest
Predictor

Jason Mclntyre
copy editor
83
13-9
.590

MikeGesario
asBtsporteedstar
3-8
10-12
.455

Seth Burton
sports editor
4-7
8-14
.364

Manny Rosa
ManaghvEdaor

Florida
Kansas St.
Washington
Virginia
Colorado

Florida
Kansas St.
\Maahington
Virginia
Colorado

Florida
Kansas St.
BYU
Virginia
Colorado

Tennessee
Kansas St.
BYU
Virginia
Utah St.

Florida
Kansas St
Washington
Virginia
Colorado

N.YGiants

IX ilk is

N.Y. Giants

Dallas

N.Y. Giant*

Washington
Pittsburgh
Buffalo
Detroit
Arizona

Seattle
Miami
Buffalo
Minnesota
Arizona

Washington
Miami
Buffalo
Minnesota
Arizona

Washington
Miami
Buffalo
Detroit
Philadelphia

Seattle
Pittsburgh
Buffi
Minnesota
Arizona

CourtneyCrowley
editor
7-4
13-9
.590

Last week
Season total
Winning percentage

orida vs. Tennessee
I Texas vs. Kansas State
Clemson vs. Virginia
LMondav Night: N.Y. Giants vs. Dallas
Seattle vs. Washington
I Mi a mi vs. Pittsburgh
innesota vs. Detroi

We head into week three of POTW, and one thing is obvious. Seth
sucks. The self-proclaimed "Guru of College Football" failed to win one college
football game last week. And this week, he is looking to rebound with Utah
State. Interesting, but please will someone check his water. Courtney and J. Mac
tie for the lead. Courtney effortlessly picking away with her Notre Dame flag in
hand, while Mclntyre continuing to lose sleep after watching films of the
Kansas State special teams late into the night with Beano Cook. Mike G.
remains three games back, something he is very proud of. After all, it is hard to

139

rm

keep up with the football season when you spend all of your time waiting
outside of Rebecca Lobo's apartment hoping for a quick glimpse. Manny Rosa
is this week's guest predictor. The managing editor has a lot to live up to, since
the guest predictor slot is tied for first. Rosa might have some trouble however.
He has actually been following Mclntyre around the Breeze office attempting to
pick his brain about the intricacies of the Utah State run-blocking scheme. They
don't pick football on Wall Street, so it will be interesting to see how Mr. Rosa
responds. We predict that tie will get a little tight around his neck.

Bridging
the gap.

FALL

Delicatessen

STUDY* ABROAD
FAIR!!

Voted "Best Delicatessen in Harrisonbnrg"
by the Magellen Press, for the 2nd year in a row!
433-4090 • 2035-51 E. Market St
Mon. - Thurs. 10-9p.m. • Fri. - Sat. 10-lOp.m. • Son. 11- 5p.m.

Klipsch
A

11 aJOl, - 4 pjna. Thursday, September 24
• Meet past participant* and faculty leaders from all
of JMU's semester and summer abroad programs
• Meet 30 representatives of non-JMU organizations
with programs all over the world
• Rooster to wjn ■ free roundtrip ticket to London
» Plan now for your international future!!
JMU

afta

|*-M

■■■4—.«S»flnS ■*%

Mmlwiitf

LEGEND

IN

N

SOUND

Hear the legendary sound of Klipsch
speakers and subwoofers in Harrisonburg at
Ace Music N Electronics
Com tat Hit new KSP300
To»tn*}Hi 12"Pmn4S»tt

Clearance
CF2 Tower List $750

Sale $875 Ea.

(ace)

MUSIC 'N
Store Hours
ELECTRONICS &££5L

(ilHMi'mitmiiM'Mt---1

■
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mx
Lunch Buffet

Chinese

Mon. - Sat.
11:00 AM. -2:00 PM.
Mon.-Sat. 11:00 AM - 10:00 PM
Sunday 11:00 AM - 9:30 PM

Friday and Saturday
Night Buffet
4:30 PM - 9:00 PM
Closing Time: 11:00 PM

Lunch, Dinner, Carryout

DELIVERY
3±40 South Main St.
Minimum Order H^rrisOnburg Va 22801

$10.00
Limited Area

All Day Sunday Buffet

(540)433-0560

Note: MSG. Salt, or Oil may be omitted upon request. Please request mild, hot or regular on spicy dishes.
'Dishes are Spicy
OOOOOCLOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
I'm mm
SEAFOOD
SOUPS
Pi
QI
.7.95
Shrimp with Broccoli
Wonton Soup
1.0O 1.95
Shrimp with Mixed Vegetables
7.95
Eggdrop Soup
1.00 1.95
Shrimp with Snow Peas
•
<*Z
Hot and Sour Soup
1.65 3.50
7
Shrimp with Mushrooms
-»j*
Vegetable Soup
1.00 1.85
• Hunan Shrimp
•■*•>
Seafood Soup
3.95
• Szechuan Shrimp
7-95
House Special Soup
3.75
• Szechuan Scallop with Vegetables
8.25
Crabmeat and Cream Corn Soup
3.75
• Scallops with Garlic Sauce
8.25
COMBINATION PUVTTERS
APPETIZERS
fStnra MM ha Railand H ted •» Si, anted Rn e)
Eggroll
100
Please Ihtlcr bv iXnmber
Fried Wonton (8)
2.50
1. Chow Mein (Shrimp, Chicken, Beef or Pork)4.95
Dumplirigs (Steamed or Fried)
3.50
2. Beef with Broccoli
4.95
Shrimp Tempura (6)
5.50
3. Green Pepper Steak
4.95
BBQ Spareribs (6)
5.25
4. Shrimp with Lobster Sauce
5.25
Fried Chicken Wings (6)
2.50
5. Moo Goo Gai Pan
5.95
Cheese with Crabmeat Fried Wonton
3.50
6. Sweet and Sour Pork or Chicken
6.25
7. Shrimp with Mixed Vegetables
6.25
CHOW MEIN
l'i Qt.
8. Beef with Mixed Vegetables
5 95
Chicken or Vegetable
2.95 5.75
9. Chicken with Mixed Vegeables
5.95
Beet or Pork
2.95 5.75
•10. Kung Pao Chicken
5.95
Shiimp
3.25 5.95
11. Shrimp with Broccoli
6.25
•12. General Tao's Chicken
6.25
CHOP SUEY
Pi
QI.
•13. Hunan Beef
5.95
Chicken or Vegetable
2.95 5.75
•14. Szechuan Beef...
5.95
Beet or Pork
2.95 5.75
Shrimp
3.25 5.95
FRIED RICE
/•'
Q>
Chicken or Pork
•
3.25 5.75
SWEET AND SOUR
Pi
Qi.
Beef or Shrimp
3.50 5.95
Sweet and Sour Chicken
3.75 6.95
Vegetable
2.95 5.25
Sweet and Sour Pork
3.75 6.95
Combination
3.85 6.50
Sweet and Sour Shrimp
3.85 7.50
Triple Sweet and Sour
3.85 7.75
LO MEIN WbAri
r,.nt„t
Chicken l.o Mein
4.90
BEEF
ft. Qi
Beef or Pork Lo Mein
4.95
Beef with Broccoli
3.95 6.95
Shrimp Lo Mein
5.95
Beef with Mixed Vegetables
3.95 6.95
Vegetable Lo Mein
4.95
Beef with Snow Peas
4.25 7.25
Combination Lo Mein
6.85
Green Pepper Steak
3.50 5.25
Chow Mei Foo (Rice Noodle)
6.25
Beef with Mushrooms
3.95 6.95
' Curried Beef
3.50 5.25
EGG FOO YOUNG
''<»"»«
Beef with Chinese Vegetables
3.95 7.25
Chicken Egg Foo Young
4.95
1
Kung Pao Beef
3.95 7.25
Beef or Pork Egg Foo Young
495
Shrimp Egg Foo Young
5 25
' Beefwith Black Bean Sauce
3.95 6 95
Vegetable Egg Foo Young
4 95
CHICKEN
Pi
QI
Combiantion Egg Foo Young
6.25
Chicken with Broccoli
3.95 6.95
' Kung Pao Chicken
3.95 7.25
Cashew Chicken
3.95 7.95
HOUSE SPECIALTIES
n
• Orange Beef
7.95
Moo Goo Gai Pan
4.95 6.95
llm' Sin ,d be, 1 ■am, ,,l n uh orange farm vam.
Chicken with Mixed Vegetables
4.95 6.95
• General Tao's Chicken
7.45
Pineapple Chicken
3.75 6.25
lli'i'lliimn, \i\h ,hi,ten 11mhKailit. rum/ and, m, ear
Lemon Chicken
3.95 6.25
in 11 sn„v same
Curried Chicken
3.50 5.25
• Five Flavored Shrimp
8.25
Green Pepper Chicken
3.50 5.25
//.«(' Shrimp dup/iltd mil, 11 7.,, 1 KMAT
Chicken with Mushrooms
3.25 6.95
• Shrimp and Scallops Hunan Style ... 9.45
//"(' freth nuljiim and shrimp mmmaial with mixed.
Chicken with Black Bean Sauce
3.95 6.95
itfclaNci in < h,f\ 1/M11- l,„i t,/Hl,
Triple
Delight
7 95
PORK
Pi
QI
Peking Duck
(Half) 9^50
Pork with Mixed Vegetables
4.95 6.95
Poik with Snow Peas
5.25 7.25
-•:
••;■••
(Whole tor 2) 18.00
Awimuseasoned dmkhnu shml, mill,dtnn annnenpre
Pork with Broccoli
:
:•
4.95 6.95
miniHi,tUnu,,,yandgolden. 111, delimit shins nsi
Twice Cooked Pork
4.95 6.95
slittd ll/eii 1I1, meal It airwj se,„„ai,h
Scnrdwilh
'nai u
liiiauiiiadi' "lyr.v ualluun and lltinni
Pork with Peppers and Tomato
4.95 6.95
I, mi. \auiiHouse Steak
8.50
MOO SHU iNoMai
rmtmn
l,nd„ UeakwnlimixedtTKenhleMHail "peivilh<>mcmade tame, \tr\,d,m luu plan,,
Moo Shu Chicken or Vegetable
5.95 ■
Seafood Wor Bar
g 50
Moo Shu Beef, Shrimp or Pork
6.25
Sliiinw.aahiwat.uallany i„„„7„,„ „„„;,„„„„ (^
Combination Moo Shu
7.25
n
lhl
C..-'..-"£i.i ".""'' "'"' *" " "' " '"'I I'lnif
Sesame Chicken
7 95
SPECIAL DIET DISHES
Chuhii null null,. Kmeei. rt umeai in [mual saute
<.S./»M

r Stiiitlnif Side. All Items Sleainid rrr Slu-fiiedr Fmliim

Steamed Mixed Vegetables
Steamed Mixed Vegetables with Chicken
Snow Pea Pods and Waterchestnuts
Green Jade Vegetables
(Broccoli, Green Pepper, Snow Peas)
Szechuan Broccoli
(Waterchestnuts, mushrooms, and carrots)

5.95
6.95
6.25
5.50
5.50

VEGETABLE DISHES
ram.,,,
Buddha Delight
5.50
Bamboo Shoots Black Mushrooms, Snow Peas 6.50
Bean Curd w. Black Mushrooms & Chinese Veg... 6.95
Hunan Bean Curd
5.95
Curried Bean Curd
5.95
Bean Curd with Hot Ginger Sauce
5.95

sprinkled u uh ><«,„„■

Orange Chicken

■

"""•

7 45

Sesame Beef *"' ""'"'J rt*WOT*$™**"«*
Slued lenderlnm heel saattri ,,'i'lb7,n),"''iin"Ker and
wieetn ,11 ^a,al same sprinkled »vh sesame

Crispy Shrimp

3

75

'sll'tl, JgT ''"'' "'"' '""' •'■'l''^7eei:'p,pper
Seafood Delight

10 75

S
w/'.1™/'"/"'"'
'"""P, wnltt
fif**sa,i„\s,il,
""""'" <»'ti'i»b'sle,
all
sauleed m a >/,«,«/
axxaruS meal
vifielartles.

Combination In Bird's Nest
W

g 95

PMM

s"„,e
W
" '" « ***■ "<w "lib «M3
Seafood Bird Nest
9 95
Sttfyt, shrimp, hhsler meal, .wnmpeay'ul'awrnasliitrrrrm and baby „,rn on a Birds nesl
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LIFESTYLE

®@

HOROSCOPES

® @

Today's Birthday (Sept. 17). Your
destiny is knocking this year. Don't be afraid
to answer the door. Your biggest worries are
the key to your greatest success, so face them.
You're really smart in September, but love is
what brings success. Don't complicate your
life in December. It's busy enough already.
Let your loved ones support you in January
and relax. In February, your co-workers will
bring you what you need, if you ask for it. In
March, a partner gives you a valuable gift; and
in May, the treasure comes from long ago and
far away. By August you should have things
pretty well wrapped up. Make that your priority.

you. If it does, it will likely also support the business. That's been a theme for the last few
people you love most. That's just the kind of days, but now there's no turning back. The
person you are.
urgency of the situation will be apparent early
in the morning. You might not even have time
Gemini (May 21-June 21). Today is a 7. to make lists. You're going to have to rely on
There's something you'd like to change about your memory and, in some cases, your
your domestic environment. It doesn't matter if imagination. No problem, right?
you've never done it before. You can learn.
Other people do it, and you're certainly as Libra (Sept. 23-OcL 23). Today is a 3.
smart as they are — smarter than some. All in The moon is in Leo again, but it's void of
all, definitely capable. Go for it.
course. That means it's made all the aspects it's
going to make before it goes into Virgo
Cancer (June 22-JuIy 22). Today is an 8. tomorrow. The void of course means that
The sun is in Virgo and the moon is in Leo. whatever is going to happen has already
Finish up old business today. Don't start happened, and now all we need to do is clean
anything new. Gather in money that's been up. Not a bad idea, all things considered.
promised, rather than getting new promises.
New promises won't be worth much today, so Scorpio (OcL 24-Nov. 21). Today is a 5.
there's no point in trying to gather them up. Go The moon's in Leo conjunct Mars in Leo first
for the gold instead.
thing this morning so the Leo people in your
life might be feeling a little feisty. Mars would
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22). Today is a 9. Your get them to do things they've been thinking
motivation has to be to take care of other about, but resisting, or afraid to try. So if you
people or you won't succeed. If you can pull want to get an older person into action, give a
this off, you can acquire great fame and little shove today. It could work.
fortune. Today, don't start any new projects.
Finish up something you've been working on. Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec 21). Today is a
That means put in the corrections. If other 6. Your curiosity could lead you to try
people notice something wrong, listen and heed something you've never considered before. You
their advice.
should be in for an interesting day. You'll do
well to go back to a previous location, school or
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept 22). Today is a 6. endeavor, but don't worry. It'll be different
Today's agenda involves finishing old now, and what you'll be learning is all new.

To get the advantage, check the day's rating:l o is the easiest day, 0 the most challenging.
Aries (March 21-Aprfl 19). Today is a 7.
You could say something to a loved one this
morning that you didn't expect, but sincerely
feel. You're generally outspoken, but when it
comes to emotional stuff, you can get tonguetied. But this morning you might blurt out
something about love, or forever, or
commitment Not to worry. It's a good day for it
Taurus (April 20-May 20). Today is a 4.
Completion is the theme again. Action is
required, and you'll have to make several big
decisions. Heed a roommate's advice; but
you'll have to live with your decision for a
long time, so make sure it's one that supports

1998

FALL

RUNNING

u&j >Ol

Capricorn (Dec 22-Jan. 19). Today is a
9. Money is again the focus today. If you can
pay your bills early, you'll be ahead, even if
you haven't received your paycheck yet. This
coming weekend, by the way. is going to be
excellent for travel. So get chores done early.
You'll want to have the time for other things.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18). Today is an
8. If you push a partner intellectually today,
you can get what you want You usually figure
out what's going to happen, then let someone
else carry out the plan. That's what's going on
now, but you can't just sit back like a mouse in
a comer and hope everything goes well. You're
going to have to get involved
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20). Today is a 6.
Everybody's racing around, trying to do more
than can possibly be done in the allotted time.
If you think of it as a game, it'll be a lot .more
fun. If you think of it as being serious and lifeand-death, you'll only get yourself stressed out
and make the job even more difficult.

-Tribune Media Services

OF

The

Foxpeld Races
'1A. Day at the Races

77

Sunday, September ^^Ztli

Featuring Trie Daniel VmClief Memorial
Plus 5 More Races.
Also with...
• Foxfield Boutique
-Scarpa
-The Tobacconist & Gifts
-Sunflower Trading Co.
-The Bubble Snoppe

• Terrier Races
• Vaulting Exkitition
by Balance Farm \kulters

COME CHECK OUT OUR NIGHTLY
^x
FOOD SPECIALS
i \
}

\

Benefiting Elk Hill Farm
FOR ADVANCED PARKING AND FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

FOXFIELD RACING ASSOCIATION
(804) 293-9501 or 293-8160 • Fax (804) 293-8169

801 - 0221

M0N.THURS.
10 P.M. - 2 A.M.

• «« <«*««•« ««»«■«•
•I

r-r^
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\Vexre Sacl^ to our old hours1.
tylon. - Sat. 10a.m. to 9p.m
Serving Lunch & 'Dinner
cjreat 'foodat
1(ea$ona$(e Trices

Free 22 oz Fountain
Drink w/purchase of
12 inch MTO
Just Show JAC Card

564-2988

533 University Blvd. • 574-3072
1825 S. Main St. • 574-3178

49$ University •Btvd,
Across form COSTCO

August ie:
Singles wel
-ii leas
r:: Mort
$18041200

rslty Place,
1690.
available d. Apoie
4339576.

summer, Call (800)393-4521
ext 7 tor more infd/frrten

Advertise
inr The
Breeze
classifieds.
&n
.i
tr
i rvtci j'-^JiSieis For fraternities,
A

$2.50 for the first 10 words

ny campus

$2.00 for each additional 10 words sy&JJ
Allison -132 9802.

ta

4BR> 4

Stoning 3t
hates

$ 10 per column inch forfcamboxed
ads.
*75r>$l,500/wk - Raise an
nr», 432-2382.

ter'il Wlip.

Pronartv Management
434-5150

'S.
atloj
_>.J<
»ndl#dual» looking for
suppJomontallhcomewithout t

extensive time Input.

./krfamas Party

Cruise $279

DEADLINE?"**

tiis money your student group
needs by sponsoring a VISA
fundraiser on your campus. No
investment & very little time

hm

**

Include* T»x«»

SERV

siie;
drinks.! SunS|

National DJ Connection - Our OJs
ROCK Melrose, Formais, Parties!
4330360,
f»nm&i/> r*r»

7 Nights Near Best Bafel
■L

Jamaic
TRJgffs^Slr ♦ Hotel • Save

a

TMRT
'

LOOk

MO

?c*&Ttft€&.

EDGE CHURCH the church with an attitude

I

41 Spring B: •
SunSr
Hrft^K coi

. or www.sunsp

wliv ^:>i fifth U.I infr> nym* C.sW

caokiM'

Spring Bre
a Oily
$99! 7 n^v
drink parties,
bars!
(800)234 -V
endlesssurin

Partte

15/VISA
application.
(300)932-0523 *65. Qualified

Q»-

Funkhouser & Associates
arts

cmcMrv:

">"■?■ "I" ')

HEUP WANTED

Call anytime. 471-8671.
f

Making it easier everyday!

MEETING IN TAYLOR HALL RM. 404, SATURDAYS
AT 7:27pm BEGINNING SEPT. 19TH

BD

AttarrtJon St..
apnng bree^
Doctor
DVE. M
Ifdnr-,
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large ANY ONE TOPPING delivered

CJVfr.^^atti^
433-0606

YOlll

I
In your search for the right career path, discover
Sears, a place where careers are one of a kind just like you. Innovative. Take charge.
Adventurous. Want Sears to be part of your
.

career adventure?
Visit us at Opportunties 1998, September 24th.
d Co.

IHlHflf-

•IMHilHllflHHHHWHIIIIHilMH

....«■»«!
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SOAP OPERA UPDATES
AU

My Children

A dejected Gillian dresses to the nines and hits
on Dr. David. Jack and Mike get proof that
Palmer has the paintings. Palmer agrees to turn
them over, but then locks Opal in the secret
room. Myrtle has heart pain and Ryan sends
Gillian into hiding by summoning David's.

Forrester Building. Sally thinks Grant will be
hurt by his plans to have Thome get Macy
pregnant. Meanwhile, Macy tells Thome if
Grant comes home early, they must pretend to
be intimate. Thome says he doesn't have to
pretend. Macy gets word later that Grant may
never be well enough to go home. Sheila
briefly bonds with Mary before being noticed.

confesses to Reva that she is preggers. Holly
receives dead flowers and a card from Don
Minyard. Ten finds Beth watching Phillip and
Harley. Teri hauls Beth in for questioning. Beth
says she had nothing to do with those
threatening notes. Ben rescues Beth and she
later makes love to him. Lizzie later receives a
doll with a card signed "ANNIE."

Another World

Days of Our Lives

One Life to Live

Marilee writes a love letter to Jake and he tucks
it inside a pad that fails into Vicky's hands.
Jake tries to let Marilee down easy. Cass tells
Ula that Rachel will never accept her into the
family. Gary is in critical condition and Josie
spikes a fever causing an unsuspecting Gary to
ask Cameron to stay with her.

Hope is told she never had plastic surgery and
that she could not be the girl in that picture.
Stefano hears Princess Gina is on the train and
he is compelled to check it out. Roman thinks
Kate is hiding something. Will is in serious
condition, and Lucas' blood tested positive for
alcohol. Greta tells Bo it was her in that New
Orlean's hospital, not Hope.

Blair tells Max she loves Sam. Lindsay's ears
are flapping upon hearing Bo tell Hank that he
and Nora plan to have a child. Dorian pops a
gasket because Kelly is going into business
with Asa. Lindsay notices Will chatting with
Nora and she is not liking that at all.

General Hospital

Eve is drawn to the morgue and locked in a
cooler by a mystery person. Chris later gets her
out. Karen thwarts Courtney's plans to spend a
night alone with Neil and Joe. Garcia tells Eve,
that vial with her prints all over it, contained
cyanide. Eve is a "no show" in court. Frank
urges Scott to see Eve for who she really is.

The Young & the Restless

Port Charles

As the World Turns
Lily is in labor and David's got her at an empty
summer camp where she begs him to get help.
David and Julia are the only help she'll get.
Lily delivers a baby girl and the child isn't
uttering a sound. The cops find James and
Carly. Lucinda hears that Sam is Georgia's
mother and she is looking for proof. Tom
plants one on Emily and later feels guilty.
Adam hits the brew to cope with his problems.

she is. AJ tells Franscesca to leave Cole and
Caitlin alone. Ben heads off to see Dana so he
can put her photo on the internet hoping
someone will recognize her. Virginia concocts
a scheme to get a sample of Tyus' sperm. Dana
hears Tim talking about Maria and wonders
who she is.

Michael lets Chris hear the tape where Victor is
threatening him. She urges Victor to back off
Michael. Nina makes plans to meet her
computer date "Kyle" at Gina's. Jill crashes
Kay's party with a process server and
announces she is suing Kay and the house is
hers. Jack cools it with Diane for business
reasons and she is not liking that. Victor has a
meeting with Leanna and they apparently each
have propositions for each other.

Justus is "postal" over Jason's decision to get
out of the business. Whatever will he do now?
Brenda decides to be tested for the disease.
Katherine moves into Eddie Quartermaine's
mansion. Mac closes the case on Katherine's
accident. Jax discovers Brenda took off in
search of her mother. Dr. Pill Popper Alan still Sunset Beach
refuses to make love to Monica. Stefan warns
Olivia finds the emeralds in Bette's purse and -Tribune Media Services, Inc.
Helena to leave Katherine alone.
accuses Cole of being a jewel thief. Cole gives
Ilic-Bold and the Beautiful
Guiding Light
the emeralds to Franscesca telling her he is
through with her. Tim gives Annie his stock so
Sheila tells Mike that she must see Mary, now
that she has been sprung from prison. She Jesse takes Michelle to The Towers, and Mick she will remain silent about Maria. Ben tells
attempts to check the Day Care Center at the tells Jesse that loan has to be paid back. Cassie Meg he has a way for Maria to remember who

r^SNiirf
•BOOXH

TEXTBOOKS & _
COURSEPACKS

still available in the
JMU Bookstore
(Phillips Hall is closed)
• Monday-Tuesday
8:30 a.m.- 7:00 p.m.
• Wednesday-Friday
8:30 a.m.- 5:30 p.m.
• Saturday
11:00 a.m.-4:00p.m.

Call 568-3995
for info

COMPUTER HARDWARE
DEMOS & INSTALLS
temporarily located in
Taylor 399
Call 568-3989
for info
(We regret any
inconvenience /
caused by the meveO
/
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If you see people we
white & blue badge,
them ... they're wor

BUTTER PECAN

CENSUS 20

Right on Wolfe St.
Just past Post Office
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to write for us.

Making it easier everyday!

Burgers, Shakes, Fries
now available until

3 AM!

as always, subs, salads & breakfast
24 hours a day 7 days a week

BULLETS

Sheetz South Main Street Location Only

574-3178
—-—;—-—.
.
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CLASSIFIEDS
FOR RENT
^>^r5BR unit* available.
Furnished or unfurnished. Apple
Real Esate. Inc. (540)433-9576.
RiomToTuaaa - Madison Mam>r
Townhouse Amenities. water/sewer.
w/D furniture included, female
prejered. $200/rnrjntA 833*104.
fj^Tplace second eamaatar?
HOW about Forest Hills? 719
Greenbriar Drive, newer built
townhouse. $235/month. Call
Behdad at 432-6887.
c^pi*.A«Mw&osahg-12iflF

One room available immediately.
Room is clean and carpeted with
a/c and a full size bed. Share
bathroom with one other person.
Water, sewer and basic cable
included in rent. Utilities estimated
$30 monthly. $255 a month.
Security deposit $150. Lease
September until August 1999. Call
Ashby Crossing at (540) 432-1001
or Tara at (540) 662-0634.

FOR SALE
Homebrew** Equipment and!
Rocktown Brewers, downtown. 52 E.
Market. 432*799%

1978 Honda Motorcycle. 750cc,
17.000 miles. $1,200. 289*115.
Leave message.
1991 Mercury Tracer LTf • 4 door,
5 sp., AC. Tape deck. $3,950. For
information call Joanna. 433-7166.
Sofa, Qood Condition - $60.
432-0512. after 6 p.m.
25" RCA TV with Remote - $100 RCA
VCR- $65. Negotiable! 433*684.
TREK 18" Ladle* Bike • Cro-Moly
frame, rock-shox Indy suspension,
Matrix rims, alloy pedals with clips,
front and rear deralier. seven
gears, really nice, ready to ride.
$175, 433-5110.
1987 Honda Accord • runs
great, sunroof. AC. $1,500. Call
Colleen, 574-3529.
1994 Mercury Sable - excellent
condition, loaded, 78,000mites.
$7,600. Can 433-7905 or 2896317.
See at the corner of Dixie Ave.
and Beech St.

1997 VW Cabriolet Convertible Red. 5 spd., excellent condition
Must sell. 87.100k. $3,800
Kenwood receiver. Must see to
appreciate. 4380710.
Jeane, Sweater, Sweats, Shirts,
Morel Gift & Thrift. 227 N. Main.
12-etrlng Yamaha Guitar - $100.
great condition, includes case, and
OOO Teo4 Guitar Effects Processor.
$100 almost new. includes a/c
adapter. Call Matt Stevens at 801
8165.
Computer for Sale - Good for
word-processing. $300. Call Laura
801*326.
K was Your Father* Automobile!
1971 Cutlass convertible. Great
shape. Must see to appreciate
this classic. $6,000. best offer
879-9947.
19 tech Color TV wtth buHt In VCR
$150, OBO. 4321434.
1994 Macintosh Performe*36CD
Personal Computer - Stylewriter II
InkJet Printer, US Robotics
FAX/Modem. CDs included. $400.
o.b.o. Call Rich, 574-3614.
Hew 1/4 Diamond Ring - sacrifice
at $300. New Mint Green Carpet
approximately 12 x 12. Call
Raymond 433-5987.

HELP WANTED
Waltataff Wanted - Chlsholm's.
Apply within. 3190 South Main,
Harrtsonburg. 434-2367.
Exotic Dancers Wanted. Earn while
you learn. Call Cadillac Ranch.
1-304-249-5068. Rt 21. Sugar
Grove. WV. Excellent income.
Computer student or student able
to provide Macintosh technical
expertise, needed ASAP. $7 per
hour. Hours flex**. Call 574*293.

Spring Break '99
Rodda, Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas,
Barbados, and South Padre!
FROM $99
Take "2" Now Hiring Reps! 2 Free
Trips on only 15 Sales!

1-800-426-7710

$1,250 FUNDRAISER Credit
Card fundraiser for student
organ.iat.ons. You've seen other
groups doing it. now it's your turn.
One week is all it takes. No
gimmicks. No tricks. No obligation.
L-ail tor information today
1*00-932-0528 x65.
"*^ocmconospts.oom
Waitress needed - Jess' Quick
Lunch. Apply in person. 22 S
Mam Street.

Spring Break '99 - Sell Trips. Earn
Cash, & Go Free! STS is now hiring
campus reps. Lowest rates to
Jamaica. Mexico, & Florida. Call
(800) 648^849 or apply online at
www.sfstrave/.com.
Cashier, Apply In Person University Market. 1320 Port Rd.
Open hours, day, evenings, and
weekend shifts.

Local Harrtsonburg Company ■ 10
positions available. $l,550/mo.,
full-time: $810/mo.. part-time: to
start. We need more people now
Must be able to start Thursday in
our delivery, set up and display
department. No experience
necessary. Excellent position for
college students. Must have
dependable transportation and be
willing to go to work. Please call
Mon • Thurs, 9 a.m. - 9 pjn. 4339091.

WILDLIFE/NATURAL RESOURCE

Alaska Employment - Floating
processors/canneries. Workers
earn up to $700+/week - all skill
levels! Ask us how! (517) 3364164
ext. A53251.

Flexible, part-time evening shifts
Monday-Saturday, $5.75 per hour
to start. Apply at 130 Franklin
Street. No telephone calls please

Earn extre money and have
funl Judge local high school
gymnastics. Call Ginger at
828 0243 for info.
Earn $ $ $ - working from home in
your spare time! 249*006.
National Park Employment •
Forestry, Wildlife. Preserves,
Concessionaires, Firefighters,
& more. Competitive wages +
benefits. Ask us how! (517)
336-4290 Ext. N53251.

MAKE EASY MONEY!
Everyone buys Spring Break
packages, so why not be the one
to sell it? USA Spring Break is
currently accepting applications
for campus sales representatives.

Ca« 1388SPR1NGBREAK
Child Companion/Chauffeur
Needed - for an 11 year old boy in
our home 3 - 6 p.m. week days.
Must be a nonsmoker and have
reliable transportation. 568-7084
or gloeckjw9jmu.edu
Part-time for Building/Apartment
Maintenance - Variety of work with
flexible hours 833*104. $7/hour
start pay. Experience helpful.

research firm is hiring polite.
professional, reliable people with
computer/office experience to
conduct scientific telephone
interviews (NO SALES).
The Orlando SenOnei recently called
us. "one of the nation's foremost
researchers on the environment."

Eern up to $500 per week •
assembling products at home. No
experience. Info. 1-504*46-1700,
dept. VA-4806.
Make Money Now, Not Someday!
Large telecommunications co.
needs Reps in this area. Great
financial opportunity for full and
part-time positions. Call today! 1800-323-9659.
Need
Extra Cash?
Need
transportation, phone. Serious
inquires only. 564-0414.

WANTED
Start Your Own Fratemltyl Zeta
Zeta Beta Tau is looking for men
to start a new chapter. If you are
interested in acedemic success, a
chance to network and an
opportunity to make friends in a
non-pledging brotherhood, e-mail:
zbt9zbtnational.org or call Mike
Simon at (317) 334-1898.
Attention Sororities or Fraternities
Need help selling raffle ticketsprizes - Ty Beanie Babies.
Proceeds to help a local family
and your sorority or fraternity. Call
434-3443 for further details.
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SERVICES
Call National DJ Connection for Melrose parties, formals,
FUN! 433*360.

Parking Freshmen Bring your car to JMU
Parking lot above Hillside,
Yearly Rate,
Approximate^ 25 spaces available.
Call 433-2126 after 5 p.m.
Tubel Canoel Kayakl Rentals.
Fall fun on the Shenandoah River.
Reservations 1-800-6CAN0E2.
Shenandoah River Outfitters,
Luray. ($2 off with student ID)

Tailgreat '98
Be a part of t he first ttudent
tailgate at JMU
before JMU - Villanova
Godwin Field
Sat., Sept. 19,1 - 3 p.m.
All meal plans accepted.
Call x3977 for more info.
Canoe Auction - Sept. 26,
Shenandoah River Outfitters,
Luray. (540) 743-4159.
Commuters! Don't lug your stuff all
o\«r campus. TDU has lockers for rent
by the semester or year. TDU-OCL
Amazing Way to Lose Pounds and
Inches - Try All Natural. NRG
tablets to stay alert in class. Works
great! 564*414.

Soundwaves DJ Service
will rock your party at Melrose,
$195 for four hours.
Includes light show!
Call John (540) 7404002

Book three and we*! do the
fourth FREE!

SPRING BREAK
Spring Break Travel was 1 of 6
small businesses in the US
recognized
by
Better
Business
Bureaus
for
outstanding ethics in the
marketplace! 1-800-678 6386.
sphngbreaktravel.com

Early Spring Break Specials!
Bahamas Party Cruise! 6 Days
$279! Includes most meals!
Awesome beaches, nightlife!
Departs from Rorida! 1998 BBB
Award Winner! 1-800*78*386.
springbreaktravel. com
Early Specials) Cancun & Jamaica!
7 nights, air & hotel from
$399! Includes free food,
drinks, parties! 1998 Better
Business Bureau Award Winner!
springbreaktravel. com

1*00*78*386.
Early Specials! Panama City!
Room with kitchen $129! Includes
7 free parties! Daytona $149!
New hotspot - South Beach
$129! Cocoa Beach $149!
springbreaktravel. com

1*00*78*386.

PERSONALS
Hot, New Karaoke Funl Weekly
visits Thursday - Chisolms.
Sundays - Sheraton.

Attention Freshmen
Be a part of the lint student
tailgate at JMU
before JMU - Villanova
Godwin Field
Sat. Sept. 19,1 - 3 p.m.
All meal plans accepted.
Call x3977 for more info.

Subscriptions to
The Breeze
are available!
For only $30 for third
class mail, or $75 for
first class mail, you can
receive a full year of
The Breeze'.
Please send your
name, address &
money to:
The Breeze
MSC 6805,Anthony
Seeger Hall
Harrisonburg, VA
22807
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